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ABSTRACT
A NEURAL NETWORK BASED BACKGROUND SUPRESSION TECHNIQUE
APPLIED TO VHE GAMMA RAY DATA COMING FROM THE CRAB PULSAR
MAY 2008
CHRISTIAN ANDREAS REUSCHLE
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Guy Blaylock

In this thesis we present new results for the 99.9% confidence level flux upper limits
on the pulsed VHE gamma ray signal coming from the Crab pulsar.
In order to achieve optimum hadronic background suppression we implement a new
neural network based selection technique and apply it to Cherenkov shower imaging data
from the WHIPPLE 10m IACT telescope at Mount Hopkins Arizona.
Special emphasis will be given to the fact that the neural network selector is trained
with real data exclusively.
An energy estimator for gamma ray induced extensive air shower events has been
derived from Monte Carlo simulations using the Monte Carlo framework GrISU. This
estimator, applied to the image data, serves as input to the neural set selector and is
needed to determine the energy dependent flux upper limits.
We compare our results to the results from previous studies and the performance of
our neural network selection technique to the socalled “Supercuts” and “Optimized
Supercuts” methods.
viii

The new flux upper limits and the new technique show the potential to settle the
question about the production mechanism of pulsar radiation. However, the current
analysis does not answer this question fully.
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INTRODUCTION

Pulsars are some of the most interesting celestial objects in the Universe and provide a
unique inside into processes that occur under the most extreme conditions. Studying the
laws of physics in the vicinity of the highest electromagnetic and gravitational fields, and
therefore the highest energies, is one of the goals of pulsar observations. Of course
pulsars, being the final products of supernovae, are interesting objects to study for their
own sake. The main target of this work is the Crab pulsar, or PSR B0531+21, which is
located at the center of the Crab nebula within the constellation Taurus.
A little history: In 1967 a group of Astronomers under Anthony Hewish at the
University of Cambridge studied quasi stellar radio sources that just had been discovered.
For their purposes the new radio telescope was equipped with a high speed recorder to
record rapid scintillations caused by the radio signals when passing through cosmic
plasma clouds. In August 1967 Jocelyn Bell, the group's graduate student, was analyzing
the recorded data when she discovered a periodic signal at right ascension 19h19min.
After further observations it was clear that the signal was coming from a celestial source
outside our solar system and has a quite regular period of 1.33 seconds. Later the source
would become known as CP1919 and today it is registered as PSR B1919+21. After the
discovery of more such sources with various periods it was undoubted that a new kind of
cosmic objects had been discovered. When Hewish published the results of his analysis in
1968 two models were discussed that could be responsible for a cosmic periodic signal in
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the radio band. One was related to regular stellar oscillations of so called white dwarfs
and the other, proposed by Pacini and Gold in the same year, claimed rotating and highly
magnetized neutron stars to be the source of those signals. The discovery of the the crab
pulsar in 1968 within the crab nebula, a remnant of a supernova observed already in 1054
A.D. by ancient Chinese and Japanese astronomers, which showed a periodic frequency
of about 30 Hz gave reason to rule out stellar oscillations for being the source of the
signal because such oscillations had to be much slower. In 1969 then it was discovered
that the periodic signal of the crab was slowing down, although on a low rate. These
observations finally led to the conclusion that Pacini's and Gold's theory about Pulsars as
rotating and highly magnetized neutron Stars has to be right since the observation verified
the prediction of a slowdown rate in Pacini's and Gold's theory. The existence of neutron
stars as natural end stadium of massive stellar objects after undergoing a supernova had
already been proposed by Walter Baade and Fritz Zwicky in 1934.
Today about 1500 pulsars are known with rotation periods in the range between
milliseconds and seconds. Basically one can divide pulsars into two groups, “normal”
ones and millisecond pulsars. Millisecond pulsars with periods in the region of about 103
s are believed to be aged pulsars within a binary system whose already slowed down
rotation has been accelerated again through a spinup process caused by their partner
through mass transfer. This also provides thermal energy which can be seen in the intense
Xray band of millisecond pulsars.
Pulsar observations actually draw the connection between astrophysics and particle
accelerator physics. Pulsars are able to accelerate particles within their magnetosphere up
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to energies in the PeV range, which in turn cause the production of secondary gamma ray
cascades in the pulsar magnetosphere with energies in the TeV range. When they reach
the Earth those “Very High Energy” (VHE) gamma rays initiate secondary particle
showers within the Earth's atmosphere, which in turn can be observed by socalled
“Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Technique” (IACT) telescopes. The Crab pulsar is one
of just a few pulsars known to radiate in the VHE regime, which is defined roughly
between 50 GeV and 500 TeV.
A problem at such high energies is that the background, made up of all of cosmic
radiation, overshadows the gamma ray signal from the source by about 100 to 1. Therefore
we need a method to suppress the background at least 95% or higher. Historically, a set of
selection cut on the shower images already provides a background suppression of about
that scale. For this work a neural network classification method is used to achieve
significantly improved background suppression. In some areas this suppresses the
background to a factor of 2 to 3 better in comparison to the previous method.
Various theoretical models have been developed, trying to explain the production of
VHE gamma radiation by pulsars. Mainly they can be divided in socalled "polar cap
models" and "outer magnetosphere gap models". The work and research that led to this
thesis was concerned with the analysis of data taken from the Crab pulsar by the
WHIPPLE 10m IACT telescope, located on Mount Hopkins Arizona, between Fall 2000
and 2006 and to determine whether there is a pulsed signal in the observed VHE regimes
coming from the Crab pulsar or not.
In this work no pulsed signal is detected in the observed energy ranges, but 99.9%
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confidence level flux upper limits on the pulsed VHE gamma ray signal from the Crab
are set. The aforementioned pulsar models can be discriminated by different, model
dependent, energy cutoffs for the pulsed signal somewhere in the VHE region and
therefore we might be able to discriminate between the models by setting new pulsed flux
upper limits.
For the Crab pulsar this cutoff is believed to occur somewhere between 10 GeV and
100 GeV. A steeper cutoff and therefor lower flux upper limit near the 10 GeV boundary
would speak for a polar cap scenario. The contrary rather for the outer gap scenario. Our
new flux upper limits and the new technique show the potential to settle the question
about the production mechanism of pulsar radiation. However, the current analysis does
not answer this question fully.
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CHAPTER 1
STELLAR OBJECTS

1.1 Introduction  Stellar Evolution
Stars in the night sky can be imagined as huge nuclear fusion facilities, but despite the
very complex and certainly impressive processes that lead to the formation of stars, the
energy production and their further evolution, just a rough picture about what happens
will be drawn here.
As a star is born, a cloud of interstellar dust and gas collapses due to the gravitational
forces. During the process gravitational energy gets converted into heat and radiation and
eventually reaches the temperature necessary to ignite thermonuclear fusion of hydrogen
into helium. Due to the increasing radiation pressure the gravitational collapse finally
comes to an end and the process stabilizes  a star has been born. Although this
description is somewhat simplified  usually the interstellar cloud remains in a prenatal
stellar stage for a certain while called the “protostar” before finally forming a star  it
shall be sufficient in the context of this thesis.
During its lifetime a star undergoes a long journey on the so called “Hertzsprung
Russel” (HR) diagram [Figure 1.1]. This diagram visualizes the relationship between the
luminosity and the effective temperature of a star. From the HR diagram a star's
momentary stage of evolution can be determined. Stable hydrogen burning stars usually
reside on a line on the HR diagram called the “main sequence”. After burning all of their
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nuclear material stars collapse since there is no remaining radiation pressure anymore
upholding against the gravitational influences. As they begin to collapse, they drift off the
main sequence to populate other regions within the HR diagram mainly depending on
their initial mass.

Figure 1.1: HertzsprungRussel diagram [43].

One can separate a certain population of stars into two subclasses. Stars with masses
below 8 solar masses, called "low mass stars", and stars with masses above 8 solar
masses, called "high mass stars".
Generally at the end of its life, when all the hydrogen is burned and depending on
certain other initial conditions, the star starts to fuse heavier elements, beginning with
helium and then carbon and oxygen. Usually the hydrogen gets used up in the core region
first which means while helium burning is going on in the core region there is still
hydrogen burning going on in the outer regions around the core. The evolution of the
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different burning stages in a star is layered. In the outer layer hydrogen fusion causes the
star to rise in luminosity and it moves up in the HR diagram to the giant branch. After the
star finally uses all of its helium supply in the core, a carbon/oxygen core remains and
helium fusion continues in the outer layers around this carbon core, leading to a huge
radiation pressure.
Now, low mass stars in that stage easily exceed a certain limit called their “Eddington
limit” which is a limit on their luminositytomass ratio with respect to a stable
thermonuclear star. Their outer layers get blown away, leaving behind a nebula and a
single carbon/oxygen core not capable of fusion anymore. Due to gravitational forces the
core gets compressed further until electron degeneracy leads to a stable condition again.
The core, mainly carbon now, develops into a "white dwarf". Only for cores which exceed
the socalled “Chandrasekhar limit” the compression process continues, but not in the
case of low mass stars. After millions of years the white dwarf finally cools down to a
point where it cannot longer be observed  it has become a black dwarf.
High mass stars, on the other hand, do not easily exceed their Eddington limit and
continue their thermonuclear journey by fusing carbon and also oxygen into heavier
elements, approaching a point where iron is produced and the fusion processes come to a
natural end. Fusion of lighter elements into heavy elements now continues in the outer
layers and the core gains mass. Eventually the core reaches the Chandrasekhar limit,
which enables the gravitational pressure to exceed electron degeneracy and to further
compress the core. Subsequently the core heats up to a point where photo disintegration
of iron into helium and single neutrons begins, and finally helium into protons and
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neutrons occurs. Under a vast pressure now the protons are forced to combine with
surrounding electrons to form neutrons and to add to the rest of the neutron population.
The neutrons now prevent further collapse of the core due to neutron degeneracy. The
outer layers, however, continue to collapse, gaining thereby a huge amount of thermal
energy. Since there is still enough material left to maintain nuclear processes in the layers
they finally rebound from the core in a big explosion. This explosion is known as “super
nova type II”, which results in an extremely dense neutron core  the “neutron star”  and
an expanding nebula – the “super nova remnant”. The remaining neutron star has a
typical mass of about 1.4 solar masses, corresponding to the Chandrasekhar limit, and a
radius of about 10 to 15 km.

1.2 Supernova Remnants (SNR)
After the supernova explosion has occurred a shock wave expands rapidly outwards,
which sweeps up all the surrounding gas and dust. The whole shock front including all
the gas that gets heated up and ionized is then called the “supernova remnant” (SNR).
This SNR undergoes typically three different stages in its existence. The socalled “free
expansion” is the first stage right after the explosion. After about 200 years the shock
wave slows down and enters the socalled “Sedov phase” sweeping up more and more
interstellar material. The kinetic energy of the material still dominates over the radiation
energy and the expansion still depends on the initial kinetic energy from the explosion.
The final “radiative phase” begins as soon as the radiation energy exceeds the kinetic
energy of the swept up material. After about 1000 years then, most of the energy has been
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lost by radiation and the edges of the former shock wave become indistinguishable from
the surrounding interstellar space. One basically distinguishes between three different
types of SNR: socalled “shell type SNR”, “plerions” and “composite SNR”.

1.2.1 Shell Type SNR
This type of SNR appears as a spherical, shelllike object. From this shell most of the
radiation is being observed. About 80% of all observed SNR are of shell type.

1.2.2 Plerions (Pulsar Wind Nebulae)
This type of SNR resembles the Crab nebula. Also spherical, they appear with a filled
center from which the name "plerion" originates (i.e. “full” in Greek). This filled region
generally hosts a pulsar. From the observed steady synchrotron radiation, most intensely
coming from the center, it is assumed that the pulsar within a plerion is responsible for a
steady supply of synchrotron electrons since synchrotron electrons are generally short
lived.

1.2.3 Composite SNR
Composite SNR are observed as a mixture between the two preceding types. Although
they appear as shelllike shock fronts, they also contain a small synchrotron nebula.
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CHAPTER 2
PULSAR MODELS

2.1 Introduction  Pulsar Radiation Models
There are two prevailing classes of pulsar models. The “Polar Cap Models” and the
“Outer Magnetosphere Gap Models”. The basic difference is that the polar cap models
place the origin of radiation in a vacuum gap right above the magnetic poles whereas the
outer gap models place the origin of radiation into a vacuum gap in the outer pulsar
magnetosphere. For the Crab pulsar it is believed that this cutoff lies somewhere between
10 GeV and 100 GeV, since EGRET ("Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment" on board
NASA's CGRO satellite [65][93][94]) detected a pulsed Crab signal above about 5 GeV
whereas ground based observations were not yet able to detect the pulsed component.
The polar cap and outer gap models predict different behaviors for the pulsed spectrum
in the sense that the polar cap models predict very sharp "super exponential" cutoffs
above a few GeV whereas the outer gap models predict cutoffs that are not as steep and
show a normal exponential form (the production sites in that case reach far out into the
magnetosphere where the field curvatures and field strengths as high). Since the pulse for
the Crab is expected to be between 10 and 100 GeV these cut offs must be close. The only
thing that would settle the question without doubt would be the detection of a TeV pulse,
since only the outer gap models, due to inverseCompton scattering, are able to explain a
TeV pulse.
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2.2 Basic Properties
The following subsections will introduce the basic properties of the pulsar rotation and
magnetic field strength. It will be necessary to understand these as background for the
polar cap and outer gap models discussed later.

2.2.1 Rapid Rotation
Since the observed pulse periods of pulsars are very short, this constrains the model of
the rotating neutron star.
Assuming conservation of angular momentum LS = LNS during the collapse of a star
into a neutron star, with L = Iω where I and ω are the moment of inertia and angular
frequency respectively, one can derive

 

RNS
P NS ≃P S⋅
RS

2

using ω=2π/P where P is the rotational period and the fact that the moment of inertia is
quadratic in R, where R is the stellar radius.
For typical values of R NS ~10 4 m, R S ~109 m and P S~10 6 s

this yields a rotational

period for the neutron star of the order of 0.1 ms.

2.2.2 High Magnetic Field Strength
Further one has to explain the observed slow down of pulsar periods and the high
magnetic field strength that can be derived from it. The rotational energy loss can be
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expressed as
Ė=
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An estimation of Ostriker and Gunn in 1969 [66] assumes that a neutron star emits
magnetic dipole radiation due to
Ė≃
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where B represents the magnetic field on the neutron star surface. Setting the rotational
energy loss equal to the energy loss caused by dipole radiation one ends up with an
estimation for the magnetic field strength of a neutron star of B≃3⋅1019  P Ṗ Gauss .
Given the values of a typical pulsar one ends up with a value for the magnetic field
strength of the order of 1012 Gauss. To justify this huge number one can compare it to the
field strength that one would obtain assuming the conservation of magnetic flux during
the collapse. This assumption is due to the fact that the star may be treated as almost
superconducting during the collapse. Let Φ ~ BR2 be the magnetic flux and assume ΦS =
ΦNS,

then
BNS =BS

 
RS

R NS

Given the values for a typical star and neutron star one again will find a value for the
field strength in the order of 1012 Gauss. So the assumption of Ostriker and Gunn and the
subsequent estimation for the magnetic field strength at least doesn't seem unreasonable.
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2.3 The Goldreich and Julian Model
The socalled "standard model" for pulsar physics was initially developed by Goldreich
and Julian in 1969 [31]. G&J developed the idea of a pulsar as a highly magnetized,
rotating neutron star, as originally proposed by Gold [30] and Pacini [67] in 1968 and
1967. Under the assumption of a unipolar conductor G&J argue that the pulsar's
magnetosphere cannot entirely be a vacuum but rather must consist of a charged plasma.

Figure 2.1: To the Goldreich and Julian model  pulsar dipole field [43].

Treating the magnetic field above the pulsar's surface as a rotating dipole field [Figure
2.1] one can derive an expression for the electric field strength

E=−

×r ×B
c

Within the neutron star's interior, Lorentz forces will lead to a net flow of particles
such that E⋅B=0 . Outside the star, in the case of a vacuum magnetosphere, G&J show
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that E⋅B≠0 . Accordingly, assuming that the value of E⋅B has to change
continuously, there must exist a huge electrostatic force on the surface of the neutron star.
This force acts along the magnetic field lines and, overwhelming the gravitational forces,
pulls charges out of the surface, filling the vacuum with a charged plasma. In the end they
argue that a vacuum solution of the pulsars magnetosphere cannot exist and E⋅B=0
must hold everywhere. In general G&J assume that the pulsar's rotational axis is aligned
with its magnetic dipole field axis. Further G&J derive a charge density above the stellar
surface, the socalled "GoldreichJulian density".

GJ =

1
1
B
∇⋅E=−
4
2  c 1−∣×r /c∣2

The cylindrical boundary given by rL = c/ω is called “speed of light cylinder” or short
“light cylinder”. The region within rL is referred to as the "near zone", the zone beyond is
referred to as the "wind zone". Within the boundaries of this light cylinder the particles
trapped by the magnetic field lines corotate with the neutron star [Figures 2.2 and 2.3].

Figure 2.2: Pulsar zones [43].
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Figure 2.3: Pulsar
magnetosphere [43].

In general particle motion within the magnetosphere is strongly aligned along the
magnetic field lines due to synchrotron dampening of the charged particles. Consequently
magnetic field lines and especially particles trapped by them that reach up to regions
outside the light cylinder would travel with velocities exceeding the speed of light. Of
course this is not a desirable result, so those field lines are believed to release the charges
trapped by them into the wind zone. Subsequently a charge deficit is left behind, forming
socalled "chargedepleted gaps". G&J assume that electrons slide outwards along open
field lines above the poles and protons along field lines above the equator. Moreover
surfaces of zero charge density (ρGJ = 0) arise separating the plasma into negative and
positive charged regions. The chargedepleted gaps, which develop in regions above the
poles (polar cap regions) and in regions close to the light cylinder (outer gaps) are the
fundamental basis for the two classes of models discussed in the following chapters.

2.4 Polar Cap Models
Several attempts have been made to come up with polar cap scenarios. The most
important to mention here are those developed by Sturrock in1971 [82], Ruderman and
Sutherland in 1975 [76], Harding and Daugherty in 1981/82 [33][17].

2.4.1 Model of Sturrock
Sturrock (1971) was the first to argue that the assumption of an aligned rotator has to
be relaxed in order to explain observed pulsar radio emission. Whereas it does not change
the physics too much it helps to explain the presence of the frequently observed double
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pulse profile. Sturrock argues that there must exist a dominant potential normal
component right beneath the polar cap region with a maximum value almost equal to the
maximum potential drop off within the polar cap region itself. This normal component
would be large enough to pull out electrons from the surface and to accelerate them along
the magnetic field lines. The electrons move along the curved field lines with relativistic
speed and therefore produce curvature radiation, radiating tangential to the field lines. By
interacting with the surrounding field lines the curvature photons in turn produce electron
positron pairs, which again travel along the magnetic field lines and produce more
curvature or synchrotron radiation. This would lead to a pair production cascade, which
might explain the radio observations. Sturrock was able to show that for a photon of about
10 GeV, pair production takes place when the transverse magnetic field component with
respect to the photon's direction is of the order of 109 Gauss – well below the estimated
1012 Gauss.

2.4.2 Model of Ruderman and Sutherland
The model developed by Ruderman and Sutherland (1975) is based on Sturrock's
model. R&S point out the problem of maintaining E⋅B=0 everywhere due to the fact
that the charge density moves along divergent magnetic field lines. Arguing that the
surface layer of a neutron star might possibly consist of 52FE they showed that due to its
high binding energy positive ions cannot be ripped out of the surface. Instead, they stay
behind to create an effective repulsion for positive charges in the magnetosphere. This in
turn leads to the formation of vacuum gaps right above the poles up to a maximum height
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of the polar cap radius. So within those vacuum gaps E⋅B≠0 and a potential difference
exists between bottom and top on the order of 1012 V. Outside the gap E⋅B=0 and the
plasma corotates as usual with the pulsar. According to R&S, initial pair production
breaks down the vacuum in the gaps and particle acceleration occurs within those gaps
since the positrons escape along the open field lines whereas the electrons are being
pulled back to the surface. This in turn leads to curvature radiation along the curved field
lines and subsequently to the pair cascades and radio emission pointed out by Sturrock.

2.4.3 Model of Harding and Daugherty
Harding (1981) argued that gamma ray emission above 100 MeV also originates in
curvature radiation produced above the polar cap. The dominating process preventing a
good part of the produced photons to escape from the magnetosphere was assumed to be
magnetic pair production, which is important at around 500 MeV. Harding pointed out
that due to the presence of the additional electric field the rate of pair production would
increase even more and therefore the attenuation of photons would become more
important for pulsars with short periods. In his original work Harding assumed a given
beam of initial particles, ignoring the preceding acceleration process. He also didn't
include the production of synchrotron radiation although counting pair production
attenuation as a dominant process. Nevertheless Harding was able to qualitatively
reproduce the Crab pulsar's pulse profile observed by COSB (an ESA satellite to observe
gamma rays between 25 MeV and 1 GeV [92]).
In a joined effort Harding and Daugherty (1982) refined Harding's original work and
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simulations. As a result they were able to develop a method to trace not only the curvature
photons but also the pair produced particles and synchrotron radiation that they produced
in turn. In addition they showed that there was no particular difference in the results
between assuming a given set of particles at a given height above the polar cap causing
the curvature radiation or assuming a preceding acceleration process from the surface
onward, using the model proposed by R&S.
D&H were able to predict a steep cutoff of the gamma ray spectrum around a few
GeV. They also predicted a consistent pulse profile over almost the complete regime of
gamma ray wavelengths since higher energy gamma rays and low energy gamma rays
would come from the same set of accelerated charged particles.

2.4.4 Current Improvements
More recent polar cap scenarios are basically refinements of the models described
above. The most important developments here are the introduction of inverse Compton
upscattering (Sturner and Dermer 1994 [80]), a model for single cap aligned rotators
(Sturner and Dermer 1994 [80], Daugherty and Harding 1994 [18]) and thermal emission
of charged particles (Becker and Truemper 1997 [3]). The single cap model introduced by
S&D and further developed by D&H has been able to explain the double pulse profile
separation of around 0.4 times the rotational period observed in the Crab pulse profile
[Figure 2.4] due to the introduction of a hollow cone within the polar cap region where
curvature radiation should mainly occur since field lines in the more central region of the
polar cap would not posses the same strong curvature.
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Figure 2.4: Single cap aligned rotator [43].

2.4.5 Summarized
Almost all of the developed polar cap scenarios differ mainly just in the details of the
acceleration mechanism, initial particle production or the contribution and ratio of inverse
Compton and curvature radiation. However, there is one common property of all those
models. They all predict a sharp superexponential cutoff in the spectrum above a few
GeV (Nel and de Jager 1995 [64], de Jager et al. 2001) due to pair creation in the strong
field right above the surface. In outer gap models we don't have this sharp cutoff since
the production sites are much further outside in the magnetosphere where the field
strength is lower and the pair production rate decreases.

2.5 Outer Magnetosphere Gap Models
Other than the polar cap models, the outer gap models place the origin of pulsar
radiation into vacuum gaps that develop in the pulsar's outer magnetosphere, or better said
along the last closed magnetic field lines, instead of more or less directly above the poles.
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The first ones to develop such a model were Cheng, Ho and Ruderman in 1986 [15][16]
followed by others to refine the model. One important consequence to mention right at
the beginning is that in the outer magnetosphere the gamma rays suffer less pair
production attenuation and thus, in addition to its success explaining GeV observations,
the model also predicts TeV scale emission that should be observable by ground based
Cherenkov experiments.

2.5.1 Model of Cheng, Ho and Ruderman
The original outer gap model by CHR was also built on the basic assumptions of
G&J's standard model. The standard model predicts the existence of null surfaces within
the magnetosphere, with ρGJ = 0 or ⋅B=0 .
The consequence is a charge separation within the magnetosphere [Figure 2.5]. CHR
make two basic assumptions. Return currents to the neutron star would flow along the
null surfaces, and in a chargeseparated magnetosphere with the plasma capable of
moving freely, particles of one particular sign in charge beyond the null surface will move
outwards (CHR assume this to be negative charges). Since the charges are not allowed to
cross the null surfaces the negative outflow leaves behind a region of depleted negative
charge. This in turn repels positive charges towards the neutron star and a vacuum gap
develops. This gap would grow until it reaches the maximum potential drop allowed by
G&J.
CHR limit this gap growth due to pair production. Inside the vacuum gap E⋅B≠0
and particles from the return current, passing the gap, are accelerated along the curved
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field lines inside the gap. This in turn leads to synchrotron/curvature radiation inside the
gap or even gamma rays produced by inverseCompton upscattering. Those gamma rays
might pair produce again and effectively limit the vacuum gap in its growth. Subsequently
the vacuum gap reaches a limiting region very close to the magnetic field lines.
CHR argue now that the gap must end on a null surface at one end and on the light
cylinder at the other end. It must develop around the last closed magnetic field lines
within the light cylinder [Figure 2.5]. Also only the two larger gaps shown in the picture
would eventually be able to form. According to the model curvature radiation forming in
these two main gaps is responsible for the production of high energy gamma radiation.
Since electrons and positrons are accelerated in opposite directions two fans of radiation
actually develop along those gaps and since the two gaps are symmetrical to each other
with respect to the pulsar, two parallel beams would result. A single observer now would
observe two beams during each rotational period but one of those would be naturally
delayed by time of flight differences and interaction with the strongly bound plasma
within the opposite side of the magnetosphere. Actually CHR are able to reproduce the
observed double peaks in the Crab and Vela rotational phase profiles. Apparently particle
acceleration in the outer gaps can produce radiation over the whole range from optical to
gamma rays.
For Crab type pulsars with small curvature radii, curvature radiation is believed to be
the main component of their gamma ray spectrum. For Vela type pulsars which show a
harder spectrum inverse Compton upscattering is believed to be the dominant process. In
fact CHR predict a significant TeV signal for Vela like pulsars.
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Figure 2.5: Charged plasma pulsar magnetosphere [43].

CHR are not able to explain the measured low energy radiation, however, they point
out that a combination between polar cap and outer gap models might lead to a
reasonable answer.

2.5.2 Current Improvements  Refinements to the CHR Model
Refinements on the outer gap model basically just try to better fit the observed data of
socalled "EGRET pulsars". Notably, the predicted TeV component for Vela has been
revised since they exceed the observed upper limits (Nel at al. 1993) by several orders of
magnitude. In 1994 Cheng came up with an alternative gap mechanism arguing that
thermal xray emission from the neutron star surface would interact with primary gamma
rays to pair produce.
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Also, models have been suggested with gap gamma ray production associated with just
one pole. Those are more able to account for low energy production and observed light
curves (Romani and Yadigaroglu 1995 [75]). Generally, outer gap models predict a much
higher energy cut off than polar cap models due to the weaker magnetic field strength in
the outer magnetosphere. The only limiting factors here are photonphoton pair
production and the accelerating potential.
A few years later (Romani 1996 [74] and Hirotani 2001 [38]) the suggestion for a VHE
pulsed signal at around 1 TeV came up again. Although pulsed TeV flux is predicted to
be less than 1% of the GeV flux, this is very attractive to future ground based detectors.

2.6 The Crab Complex
The birth of one of the most interesting SNR, the Crab complex in the constellation of
Taurus, has been observed from early Chinese and native American astronomers already
in the year 1054 as the explosion of a type II supernova [Figure 2.6].

Figure 2.6: Ancient observation of the Crab supernova [116].
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In 1791 it was rediscovered by the British astronomer John Bevis and given the name
“Crab nebula” sometime around 1850 because of its crablike filaments. As modern
astrophysical object it has been the first identified SNR, the first SNR to be recognized as
plerion containing a pulsar and the first pulsar observed over many wavelengths from
optical over radio and xray up to gamma ray energies [Figure 2.7]. With a rotation period
of 33 ms the Crab pulsar belongs to the group of the socalled "millisecond pulsars".

Figure 2.7: Crab pulsar in different bands [78].
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Finally in 1971 and 1989 Browning [8] and Weekes [88] respectively identified the
Crab plerion as TeV emitter and hence opened the door to the field of very high energy
gamma ray astronomy. Today the Crab serves as a standard candle for high energetic
astrophysical objects at TeV energies.
Due to insufficient angular resolution of single gamma ray telescopes it has been
difficult to distinguish the Crab pulsar from its nebula in the gamma ray regime.
However, it is relatively simple to distinguish them in the bands from radio to xray. In
general we assume that a pulsed signal would stem from the pulsar and a steady, unpulsed
signal from the nebula.
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CHAPTER 3
IMAGING ATMOSPHERIC CHERENKOV TECHNIQUE

3.1 Introduction
For a long time it was unclear whether it is possible to observe gamma rays on Earth.
The reason for this is Earth's atmosphere, being a curse as well as a help in gamma ray
astronomy. It absorbs electromagnetic radiation very effectively from a few eV on, which
is a disadvantage of course if one wants to observe higher energies. However, it still may
be used for indirect observations, and this turns out to be a big advantage. In gamma ray
astronomy there are basically two types of observations  ground based and space based.
Space based observatories are not affected by atmospheric absorption of cosmic gamma
rays. However, such satellite probes have a limited collection area. Since the gamma ray
flux decreases with energy this limited collection area puts an effective upper energy
limit on the detection of gamma rays of about 10 to 100 GeV. Also, VHE gamma rays
cause showers within the space based calorimeters, which extent their limited physical
size. Luckily, at about 100 GeV the detection of gamma radiation at sea level becomes
possible through indirect measures [Figure 3.1]. High energy gamma rays, or cosmic
particles that strike the atmosphere can cause socalled "extensive air showers" (EAS)
within the upper atmosphere due to the interaction with its constituents, i.e. molecules,
ionized atoms, etc. "Atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes" can detect and measure air
showers in the energy range of 100 GeV to about 50 TeV by observing the Cherenkov
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light from these showers as they traverse the upper atmosphere.

Figure 3.1: Cherenkov light pool of an EAS [43].
A Cherenkov telescope is capable of recording the Cherenkov image of a secondary
EAS by detecting part of the Cherenkov light pool. A set of image parameters, also called
"Hillas parameters", can be introduced to parametrize and classify these shower images.
Some of the parameters are used to estimate the incident particle's energy, some of them
to distinguish whether the incident particle has been a gamma ray or not. In a sense the
atmosphere is being used as huge calorimeter for gamma rays and other incoming
particles. At higher energies the EAS might develop far enough within the atmosphere to
actually be detected directly by high altitude particle detectors. The following chapter
shall introduce the concept of the so called “Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Technique”
(IACT). This thesis will concentrate on an analysis based on the IACT.
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3.2 Atmospheric Interactions  Gamma Ray Induced vs. Hadron Induced
Incident cosmic ray nuclei or gamma rays will interact with atmospheric nuclei
through electromagnetic as well as strongly interacting processes (scattering, pair
production and annihilation, etc.) thereby triggering secondary particle cascades
consisting of hadronic parts as well as of electromagnetic parts. If the incident energy is
high enough the cascade may contain thousands of secondary particles. The area at
ground level covered by such a shower will be on the order of 105 m2  hence, "extensive
air shower". Discovered by Pierre Auger they are also called "Auger showers". By
studying the properties of such EAS one gains information about the incident particle.
The development of such secondary EAS is mainly determined by the type of the
incident particle. A gamma ray for example gives rise to a narrow shower, which is
strongly directed along the incident particle's trajectory, whereas a hadronic particle leads
to a broader distribution of the shower particles and a nonuniform distribution around the
initial axis. Hadron induced EAS (which form the majority of high energy EAS) consist
of three, superimposed, major components: hadronic, muonic and electromagnetic.
Gamma ray induced EAS on the other hand mainly consist of the electromagnetic part.
Due to their predominant electromagnetic nature one is able to distinguish the signature
of a gamma ray induced EAS from a hadron induced EAS. The differences appear in the
EAS Cherenkov images and make it possible to distinguish between incident gamma rays
(signal) and all other incident cosmic radiation (background).
Naturally, since using the whole atmosphere as an effective calorimeter, this detection
technique offers a bigger effective collection area compared to a space borne experiment.
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This in turn helps in detecting high energy showers, which are initiated by high energy
particles with a small flux.

3.2.1 Gamma Ray Induced EAS

Figure 3.2: Electromagnetic cascade induced by a gamma ray [43].

A gamma ray induced EAS is initiated by the interaction of the gamma ray with the
magnetic field of a molecular nucleus in the atmosphere. The main processes here are
pair production, annihilation, Bremsstrahlung and Compton scattering. For very high
energy gamma rays, the radiation length for pair production is 37.7 g/cm2. So, gamma ray
induced EAS start to develop high in the upper atmosphere at about 1000 g/cm2. The
secondary electrons/positrons may themselves interact with other nuclei via
Bremsstrahlung to produce other high energetic photons, which in turn can pair produce
again and so on [Figure 3.2]. The pair production and Bremsstrahlung processes continue
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until the remaining average energy per shower particle drops below a value of around 80
MeV [43][51][70][78][89][90]. The initial growth of the cascade is exponentially and
reaches at the maximum a number of particles on the order of 103, for an incident 1 TeV
gamma ray. Usually shower maximum is reached high above the Earth's surface.
After shower maximum has occurred Compton scattering takes over as the main
interaction process, and the electrons lose their energy through ionization rather than
Bremsstrahlung. The cascade cannot continue any longer and the shower fades away. The
secondary particles, though, still produce Cherenkov radiation even after the shower has
reached its maximum, until their energy drops below a value of around 21 MeV.
The probability of muon production in gamma induced EAS is 104 times lower than
that of pair production and so the gamma induced EAS may be considered as being
mainly electromagnetic in nature. As a consequence the shower possesses a low
transverse momentum and is strongly aligned along the direction of the incident gamma
ray  it possesses a narrow but lengthy shower core.
In spite of this relatively narrow core, the shower can spread over a large area due to
Coulomb scattering of the secondary electrons and so the gamma induced EAS may
cover a much larger area than the size of the ground based detector. Any detector lying
within this area should be able to detect the shower [Figure 3.1].
This large effective collection area is the very advantage that ground based Cherenkov
detectors have in comparison to the space based detectors and that makes them so
perfectly suited to observe low flux, high energetic gamma rays.
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3.2.2 Hadron Induced EAS
The interaction of charged cosmic particles with the atmosphere gives rise to hadron
induced EAS. A hadron induced EAS not only consists of electromagnetic processes but
also those of the strongly interacting kind. As one can imagine, this leads to a shower
distribution, which is longitudinally shorter but wider in lateral spread. A hadron induced
shower generally develops much later within the atmosphere compared to the gamma
induced one. There are two types of collisions that can occur: collisions with atomic
electrons or collisions with atomic nuclei. The energy transfer in the ionizing electron
collision is small compared to the nucleonic process and can therefore be neglected. The
scattering angle is also very small and therefore has little effect on the lateral
development of the shower. Obviously the nucleonic processes play the important part in
the development of the hadron induced EAS.
The mean free path for a proton in the atmosphere, in contrast to the radiation length
of the gammas, is about 80 g/cm2, so the incident hadronic interaction takes place much
deeper in the atmosphere than the incident gamma interaction [43][51][70][78][89][90].
The hadronic shower development consists of three parts: the nucleonic, the muonic
and the electromagnetic component [Figure 3.3].
The nucleonic component develops from the incident hadron interacting with an
atmospheric nucleus. Although the hadron loses a lot of initial energy already in this
incident process it may still initiate several more such nuclear interactions. In the
processes that follow the secondary nucleons may interact with other nuclei themselves.
This downwards moving cascade of nucleons now forms the nucleonic component of the
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hadronic shower and its combined kinetic energy is completely dependent on the initial
hadron's energy.

Figure 3.3: Particle cascade induced by a hadron [43].

If the initial hadron's energy is greater than about 1 GeV, pions might be produced in
the nucleonic interactions. Pions are strongly interacting and can produce further pions
themselves when interacting with the atmospheric nuclei. The charged pions then decay
into muons, forming the muonic component, whereas the neutral pions decay into
photons to initiate the development of the electromagnetic component. The muonic and
electromagnetic components are continuously replenished by the pion decay processes as
long as the nucleonic component moves on.
Generally speaking, the hadron induced EAS are less compact than the gamma
induced EAS, which is primarily due to the large transverse momentum of the pions
within the nucleonic shower component. Hence, incident hadrons and gamma rays leave
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very different signatures in ground based detectors, which can be used to discriminate
between them.

3.3 Detection of Gamma Ray Induced EAS
Charged cosmic particles arrive at Earth after bending their way through galactic
magnetic fields, and hence, carry no information about their initial direction. Gamma
rays, on the contrary, keep the information about their initial direction, pointing to their
source of origin. Hence, gamma ray detectors are designed to point at a source and to
have a narrow field of view.
The property of preserving their direction will be a very strong discriminating criteria
for gamma rays against hadronic background in the offline analysis.
A gamma induced EAS can be detected by the Cherenkov light that it emits. The
"imaging Cherenkov detectors" record images from the shower and use simple moment
fitting routines to parametrize it and to discriminate it against background. Due to the
atmospheric transparency to Cherenkov light imaging Cherenkov detectors can be used to
detect EAS even from very low altitudes.

3.3.1 The Cherenkov Process
When a charged particle moves through a medium with a velocity greater than the
speed of light in that medium it emits Cherenkov light. It was not possible to observe this
effect in the night sky until the invention of the photomultiplier tube and it took until
1988 to observe and identify the first cosmic gamma ray source using the IACT [88].
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In brief, an electrically charged particle, which moves through a dielectric medium,
causes polarization in the atoms it passes. After the particle moves on, the atoms will
relax back into their position of rest, accompanied by the emission of electromagnetic
radiation. If this radiation is emitted coherently, then Cherenkov light can be observed.
Consider an electron moving with the velocity ve through a medium with specific
speed of light cm. Each atom it travels by produces wave fronts, and these atomic
emissions of course do not occur simultaneously. Now, if v e < cm the wavefronts never
meet and therefore never interfere. However, if ve > cm the wavefronts overlap and
interfere. In fact they interfere constructively and produce a conical wavefront centered on
the electrons trajectory – the "Cherenkov light cone".

Figure 3.4: To Huygen's principle [43].

The minimum energy required for a charged particle to produce Cherenkov radiation
can be deduced by Huygen's principle [Figure 3.4]. Consider a wavefront emitted by an
atom A and another one emitted by an atom B a little bit later. A and B are aligned on the
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charged particle's trajectory. Of course the emission angle of the wavefronts that lead to
the coherent cone must be of the same value with respect to the direction of the line AB.
Now, let ve = βc (with β the relativistic beta factor of the charged particle), cm = c/n
(with n the refractive index of the medium) and Δt be the time for the charged particle to
travel from A to B. Furthermore, the wavefront from A reaches a point C in the same time
Δt.

Then
c
AB=⋅c⋅ t & AC= ⋅ t
n

 cos =

AC 1
=
AB  n

Emission of Cherenkov light is in the form of a cone with semiangle ϴ, centered at
the charged particle's trajectory. There is a minimum velocity for Cherenkov radiation,
which can be deduced from ϴ → 0. From this in turn, a minimum threshold energy can be
derived
2

m0 c
1
min =  E min =
n
1−2

min

For an electron in air (n=1.00028) this leads to a threshold of about 21 MeV. Usually
the charged particles are moving with relativistic velocities, so their beta factor
approaches 1. This leads to a maximum angle for the Cherenkov light cone of

−1

max =cos


1
n

which in air leads to a Cherenkov angle of about 1.3°.
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3.3.2 Detecting the Cherenkov Pulses
The detection of Cherenkov pulses in the night sky is only possible due to their short
duration. A Cherenkov pulse initiated by a 1 TeV gamma ray lasts for about 5 ns and
contains about 100 photons per m2 within 100 m of the shower core. By matching the
field of view to the extent of the gamma induced EAS and the integration time to the
Cherenkov pulse duration it is possible to detect the Cherenkov pulse above the night sky
background, which contains only about 1 or 2 photons within this area and integration
time in the detected wavelength band between (330 to 450 nm) [43][51][70][78][89][90].
For a simple telescope, made up of a photomultiplier tube (PMT) and a reflector, the
ratio of Cherenkov signal to night sky background, detected by the telescope, is
determined by the Cherenkov photon flux C(λ), the night sky background flux B(λ), the
quantum efficiency of the PMT ε(λ), the observational angle Ω, the integration time t, the
minimum and maximum response wavelength of the PMT, λ1 and λ2, and the area of the
reflector A.




 A
S
=∫ C 
d
N
B t
2
1

The smallest Cherenkov pulse to be detected and therefore the minimum shower
energy is proportional to the inverse of the signal to noise ratio, thus

E min ∝



B t
1
C   A
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Hence, by matching the integration time as close as possible to the duration of the
Cherenkov flash, by enlarging the collection area and by maximizing the efficiency of the
PMT, the minimum energy threshold for a Cherenkov pulse to be detected can be
optimized. In the offline analysis that follows, the efficiency of the detector has to be
taken into account to get the correct flux numbers.

3.4 Imaging
3.4.1 Differences between Gamma Ray Induced and Hadron Induced Images
As mentioned previously, gamma ray induced EAS are initiated high in the upper
atmosphere. As the shower moves downwards the particle number grows geometrically
until shower maximum. After shower maximum has been reached the number of particles
decreases exponentially and the shower fades away again. This longitudinal evolution is
apparent in the Cherenkov profile of the shower on ground. Showers initiated by more
energetic particles take longer to reach maximum, obviously, and extend deeper within
the atmosphere. The longitudinal evolution of hadron induced EAS, on the contrary, is
different. Hadrons penetrate deeper into the atmosphere before initially interacting and so
the shower itself also reaches greater depth than its gamma induced counterpart.
Differences in the lateral evolution of the EAS can also be recognized. High up the
spread of gamma induced as well as hadron induced EAS is relatively narrow. While the
gamma induced EAS fades away exponentially, causing rapid lateral shrinking, the
hadron induced EAS fades slower and with great fluctuations in the lateral direction. The
majority of particles for a 1 TeV gamma ray induced EAS at shower maximum lies within
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21 m of the shower axis, whereas the majority of particles for a hadron induced EAS of
about the same energy, at shower maximum, lies within 70 m of the shower axis. These
significantly different lateral distributions result in very different Cherenkov light pools
on ground.
To summarize  gamma ray induced EAS are compact and uniform without much
spread from the shower axis and they are induced high up in the atmosphere. Their
Cherenkov light pool is uniform as well and centered around the impact point, i.e. the
intersection of the shower axis on ground. The shower image also represents the compact
and uniform nature. Hadron induced EAS spread farther and lack uniformity, they are
initiated lower in the atmosphere and reach deeper. Their Cherenkov light pools are not
centered about the impact point and fluctuate greatly. The image in the telescope appears
irregular and nonuniform.

3.4.2 Image Parametrization
Unfortunately the majority of EAS in the order of 10 GeV to 10 TeV consist of hadron
induced EAS. In order to identify the gamma induced EAS above a huge background of
hadron induced EAS we need a reliable method to distinguish between them. The IACT
takes advantage of the above mentioned differences in the longitudinal and lateral
distributions, detectable at ground level by a Cherenkov telescope, to make that
distinction.
To parametrize the nearly elliptical Cherenkov image of the shower simple moment
fitting routines are used. The early pioneers of this method are Hill and Porter [35],
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Weekes and Turver [85], Cawley and Hillas [36]. It was shown by Hillas that a Cherenkov
telescope of WHIPPLE type will record different images for gamma induced EAS and
hadron induced EAS. He used the moment fitting routines to derive six parameters
(hence, “Hillas parameters”) to characterize shape, orientation and light distribution of
the EAS images [36]. Gamma ray identification separate from hadronic background was
made possible by specifying a set of cuts which define the characteristics of a gamma
induced EAS and to demand that at least four of these six parameters lie within the
boundaries of those cuts.
Nowadays a set of cuts known as “Supercuts” form the basis for the identification of
TeV gamma ray sources by the IACT. The first detection of a TeV gamma ray source was
made possible using these cuts by Weekes et al. in 1988 [88].

3.4.3 Image Parameters
A short description of the image or Hillas parameters shall be given here [Figures 3.5
to 3.8]. A detailed derivation of these parameters can be found in [43].
ALPHA: As pointed out, gamma ray events keep their directional information. Now,
since the telescope is directed towards the gamma rays' source of origin, the orientation of
the gamma induced EAS image with respect to the camera plane is towards the center. On
the other hand, hadron induced EAS, since isotropically distributed in the field of view,
leave behind images, which are oriented randomly with respect to the camera plane. The
ALPHA parameter measures (in angular units) the deviation from the shower image's
major axis to the axis directed towards the center of the camera plane. For that reason
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ALPHA is a very effective discriminator between gamma induced and hadron induced
EAS and most important among the image parameters [Figure 3.6].

Figure 3.5: Image ellipsoid [43].

Figure 3.6: Image plane [43].

DIST: The DIST parameter gives a measure (in angular units) for the impact parameter
by measuring the distance from the images centroid to the center of the field of view. It is
needed in order to identify which of the EAS images lie completely within the field of
view [Figure 3.5 and 3.7].
LENGTH and WIDTH: The parameters LENGTH and WIDTH give a measure of the
longitudinal and lateral distribution of the EAS. Although a more energetic shower is
lengthier and wider these two parameters cannot be used for an energy estimate since they
obviously also depend on the impact parameter [Figure 3.8].
SIZE: The SIZE parameter however, being a measure for the total amount of light in
the image (in units of digital counts within the PMT), may be used to estimate an incident
particle's energy.
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Figure 3.7: To the impact parameter [43].

Figure 3.8: To the parameters length and width [43].

MAX1 and MAX2: Those two are measures (in units of digital counts) for the two
brightest spots in the light distribution of the image.
CONCENTRATION: The CONCENTRATION parameter is a measure for the ratio of
light within the 1σ error ellipse divided by the total light in the image.
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3.5 Supercuts 2000
As mentioned before a set of image parameters was assembled by Hillas that
characterize the gamma EAS. A set on cuts has been assigned to these parameters that
would reduce background to about 95% and higher and enhance the signal to noise ratio.
The currently used standard set is the "Supercuts 2000" set. The SC2000 values are given
in the table below [Table 3.1].
parameter

lower cut

upper cut

alpha / °



15

dist / °

0.4

1.0

length / °

0.13

0.25

width / °

0.05

0.12

length/size / °



0.0004

max1, max2 / d.c.

30



Table 3.1: Supercuts 2000 values [43][46].
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CHAPTER 4
THE WHIPPLE 10M TELESCOPE

4.1 Introduction
The Whipple Collaboration, now known as the Veritas Collaboration, is an
international alliance of academic institutes in Ireland, the UK and the USA. Their goal is
to search and study new cosmic TeV gamma ray sources. The Collaboration maintains a
reflecting 10m IACT telescope at the Fred Laurence Whipple Observatory on Mount
Hopkins, Arizona [Figure 4.1]. It is located at latitude 31° 41.3' N and longitude 110° 53.1'
W, at an altitude of 2320 m above sea level.

Figure 4.1: The WHIPPLE 10m telescope [114].
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The "WHIPPLE 10m" consists of two parts: the reflector, which encompasses the
physical and optical structure, and the detector, encompassing the camera and other
electronic components. The WHIPPLE 10m reflector was built in 1969 [87], based on the
DaviesCotton Design for solar collectors [20], and has been in extensive use for
Cherenkov light imaging since 1982. The telescope collects, focuses and records images
of EAS through a setup of individual mirror elements and a 490 PMT pixel camera.

4.2 The Instrument
4.2.1 DaviesCotton Design
The Design by Davies and Cotton proposes a spherical shape for the dish of the light
collecting instrument where the curvature radius is half that of the individual mirror
elements. Images are reflected by the dish and focused onto the camera plane, which is
located at the dishes center of curvature [Figure 4.2].
The advantages of this design are that all mirrors are identical in construction and
optical properties, the mirror alignment is simple, the detector structure compact and on
as well as offaxis aberrations are small compared to parabolic dishes [49].
The disadvantages are that the design is nonisochronous due to its spherical nature.
Parallel incoming light rays arrive at the edge elements first, so they get reflected and
focused into the camera plane before the ones that arrive later at the center elements. This
leads to a temporal spread, which actually reduces the signal to noise ratio.
For the WHIPPLE 10m this temporal broadening is about 6 ns [43]. Since in IACT
short integration times are crucial to minimize the night sky background, this non
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isochronous behavior is not very desirable. However, it does not seriously limit the search
for cosmic sources and so the desired features of the design outweigh.

Figure 4.2: To the DaviesCotton design [43].

4.2.2 The WHIPPLE 10m Reflector
The reflector dish consists of 248 spherically curved mirror elements of hexagonal
shape, arranged in a hexagonal pattern [Figure 4.3].
Each single mirror element is adjustable to ensure simple alignment. The dish has a
spherical radius of 7.3m. The mirrors accordingly a curvature radius of 14.6m. They are
aligned to an alignment point 14.6m out on the optical axis [Figure 4.4  α, β, γ need to be
of the same value]. The Telescope possesses an opening diameter of 10m.
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Figure 4.3: Reflector dish of the WHIPPLE 10m [43].
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Figure 4.4: To the mirror alignment in DaviesCotton design [43].

4.2.3 The WHIPPLE Camera
The GRANITEIII high resolution imaging camera, located at the focal plane, consists
of a closely packed array of 490 fastresponse, high quantumefficiency PMT pixels.

Figure 4.5: The WHIPPLE
GRANITEIII camera [43][114].

Figure 4.6: GRANITEIII
schematics [43].
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The PMT's fast response time and good sensitivity makes them suited to detect the
faint and short enduring Cherenkov flashes. The inner array consists of 379 halfinch
PMT and the outer array of 111 oneinch PMT [Figures 4.5 and 4.6].
Each of the inner PMT sees a region in the sky spanning 0.117° and each of the outer
PMT a region spanning 0.232°. This results in a total field of view of 3.8° (inner PMT
total fov 2.4°, outer PMT total fov 1.4°).
The 490 pixel cam, installed in 1999, replaced a 331 pixel cam of oneinch PMT with a
field of view of 4.8°. Before 1997 a 151 pixel cam was used and from 1988 to 1997 a 109
pixel cam was installed.

4.3 Event Timing, Tracking and Pointing
Two independent GPS clocks are in use together with a 10 MHz oscillator to provide
event timing accuracy of 0.1 μs.
The telescope can be turned along each axis (AltAzimuth mount) at a rate of 1° per
second. It can be steered around to a maximum of 270° in both azimuthal directions and
from 0° to 90° in elevation.
For the tracking and pointing algorithms the equatorial coordinates for the source are
taken from a local database and used continuously to set altitude and azimuth. The local
siderial time to calculate the source coordinates are obtained from a remote network time
server. Limiting switches prevent the telescope from moving beyond its limitations.
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4.4 Telescope Tracking Modes
There are several modes in which the WHIPPLE 10m can be operated. A short
description of these shall be given.
ON/OFF MODE: In this mode the telescope tracks the source (ON run) for a time
span of 28 minutes. It then moves back to the starting point and a control run (OFF run)
follows through the same range of azimuth and elevation, and for the same time span,
which gives a background reading in the absence of the source.
TRACKING MODE: Here the source is continuously tracked without corresponding
OFF run. It is used for continuous ON source observation.
ZENITH RUN: The telescope is directed at zenith and left there during observation.
This mode is important for calibrating the throughput of the telescope, which is usually
done at the beginning of the observation night.
DRIFT SCANS: The telescope is set to a particular point in the sky and left there
while the sky drifts by. This mode is mainly used for engineering purposes.

4.5 More about the ON/OFF Technique
The ON/OFF technique means tracking the source for 28 minutes (ON run) and
slewing back to retrack the same sky region (OFF run). The significance, ratio of signal
to its standard deviation, is then given by

=

NON −N OFF

 NONNOFF
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,

where NON and NOFF are the number of events of ON and OFF run, which pass the gamma
ray selection criteria, respectively. A value of 3σ is considered an indication of validity, a
value of 5σ is considered a true source detection.
The advantage of the ON/OFF mode is, that it is suited to detect new sources. The
disadvantage, obviously, is that 50% of the observation time is OFF. So, for the longtime
observation of temporally variable sources the tracking mode is better suited.

4.6 Background Observations and Weather Conditions
Telescope background noise occurs in the form of hadron induced EAS, EAS from
cosmic ray electrons and local muons and NSB [Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show a gamma ray
event compared to a hadron event].

Figure 4.7: Image of a gamma event
on the camera [43].

Figure 4.8: Image of a hadron event
on the camera [43].

Rejection of this noise by the IACT and applied MLP cuts in order to search for the
pulsed cutoff is what this work is based on.
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The sky quality during an observation has also to be taken into account. There are
three conditions used to describe the quality of the sky during an observation. A: perfect
sky; B: almost perfect, isolated clouds; C: cloudy conditions, trigger rates fluctuate
greatly. For this work only data of A and B weather quality is used.
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CHAPTER 5
SHOWER SIMULATIONS

5.1 Introduction
An important step within this analysis is to find an energy estimator for the incident
gamma rays. Since there is no direct way to measure an incident gamma ray's energy, that
doesn't reach ground level, one has to estimate this value from the observed image
parameters of the secondary EAS  basically using the atmosphere as one huge
calorimeter. One of the main goals in this analysis is to achieve an optimum background
suppression by the means of a neural network. In order to be most sensitive in each of the
energy bins, which we are looking at, the energy of each shower event itself will be fed
into the neural network and has therefore to be estimated somehow. Besides, we want to
find the energy dependent flux upper limits for the pulsed Crab signal.
Simulations have been carried out regarding the development of gamma ray induced
EAS within the upper atmosphere. The production of the respective Cherenkov light
pools and the telescope output, to yield a set of image parameters, and incident gamma
ray energies for each shower event are simulated. A function, depending on various image
parameters, has been fitted onto the simulated energy distribution to finally yield a
functional energy estimator. Further, the simulations have been used to determine the
telescope's efficiencies for detecting EAS (trigger efficiencies) and the efficiencies for
applying an auxiliary cut on the distance parameter.
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5.2 The Simulation Package GrISU
The Monte Carlo framework GrISU is a framework of codes to carry out such
simulations of gamma induced secondary EAS in the upper atmosphere up to the point of
utilizable, parametrized information about the EAS. It was developed in a joined effort at
Grinnell College, Iowa State University and the University of Utah [97] based on the
KASCADE simulation code for EAS (Kertzman and Sembroski 1994 [41]) and consists
of four distinct stages:
KASCADE: In the first stage of GrISU the gamma ray induced EAS are simulated. In
the Kascade pilot file one has to adjust the energy range for the incoming particles as well
as the total number of EAS events to be produced per run. The integral spectral index of
the source, the initial particle type, the direction cosine for the telescope as well as the
atmospheric depths of the initial interaction and the observatory have to be set here.
CHERENKOV: The second stage in the GrISU framework simulates the production of
Cherenkov light through the secondary EAS particles within the atmosphere and the
Cherenkov light pool on ground. One crucial value to adjust here is that of the impact
parameter.
DETECTOR: In the third stage the telescope's response (mirrors, PMT, electronics,
etc.) to the Cherenkov light (pool and images) is simulated. The diffuse noise component
has to be set here, which is basically a measure for the night sky background.
ANALYSIS: This part finally calculates the image parameters from the simulated
telescope output. The results is an output file which contains the image parameters as
well as the incident gamma ray energies for each simulated EAS.
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5.2.1 Simulation Parameters
The integral spectral index used for the simulations was set to a value of 1.5,
corresponding to the measured value for the Crab pulsar. The simulated energies cover
the range from 50 GeV to 50 TeV. In each run 50'000 shower events have been produced
and 5 to 10 runs were carried out for a set of telescope elevations (40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and
90 degree). The maximum impact parameter has been set to a value of
250m/sin(elevation) to make sure that gamma rays are generated over the entire sensitive
view of the telescope. The random night sky background has been set at a level
corresponding to data from the 2002/2003 season.
There are two additional parameters to be set within the simulation, which need to be
mentioned briefly  Throughput and Night Sky Background.
THROUGHPUT: Throughput is a measure for the signal gain in the telescope's camera
caused by the Cherenkov photons within the PMT. This value is related to the PMT
current gain, to a relative gain factor as well as to other telescope intrinsic properties.

QADC

I

QADC

Z in ⋅F conv
Gain IPMT =gf rel⋅tp⋅
eq
qe⋅Z system
Gain

I
PMT

Gain PMT
gf rel
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QADC
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= PMT current gain
=rel. gain factor
= throughput
=QADC input impedance

QADC

= QADC conversion factor
= electron charge in pC

eq

= equivalent system impedance

F conv
qe

50⋅0.25
=3.1⋅tp⋅
1.6⋅10−7⋅234.3

Z system

The relative gain factor depends on the reflection properties of the mirror elements and
other environmentally influenced properties. Therefore, throughput is changing slowly
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throughout the seasons. Throughput will play a role for the determination of the energy
estimator.
NIGHT SKY BACKGROUND (NSB): The NSB is a combination of the surrounding
background level on visual sky light and electronic noise. A small series of simulations
has been carried out in order to figure out the correct adjustments in the code to match
the average NSB for the data from the 2002/2003 season.

5.3 Energy Estimator
Using the MonteCarlo framework GrISU to simulate the development of EAS and
Cherenkov light in the upper atmosphere and the telescope's output a profile histogram
has been produced that shows the spectral dependency on the shower parameters dist and
size and the additional parameter elevation. A functional dependency has been assumed
that represents a polynomial in dist, log(size) and log(sin(elevation)). The function has
been fitted onto the profile histogram and a parametrization has been found that
minimizes the χ2 to an acceptable value.
The standard functional energy estimator used so far by the community assumes a
relation for log(E) that shows a simple polynomial behavior in the image parameters
distance and size (more exactly log of size) up to second order:

2

2

log  E=ab⋅distc⋅dist d⋅log sizee⋅log sizef⋅dist⋅log size
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If not using a functional estimator, socalled look up tables are used, which assign
certain bins of dist and log(size) to a certain energy value respectively. Since there is an
obvious dependence of a shower's (hence, gamma ray's) apparent energy on the telescope
elevation [Figure 5.1] one intends to find an estimator, which additionally depends on
elevation (energysizeelevation relationship).

Figure 5.1: To the energysizeelevation relationship.

At the same time we look for an energy estimator that would show a somewhat more
realistic behavior in the dependence on the image parameters [Figure 5.2].
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Figure 5.2: Example of simulated data; Histogram of log(E) vs. dist and log(size);
60° elevation.

It has to be understood that the approach to gain this estimator is based on a rather
pragmatic method by using a simple fitting routine in the analysis framework ROOT
[108]. The Ansatz would be a most general polynomial for log(E) depending on dist,
log(size) and log(sin(elevation)):

log  E=Pol [dist ]⋅Pol [log size]⋅Pol [log sin el]
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According to the figures 5.3 to 5.5 below we already can say that the polynomial must
be of higher orders in dist but one order less in log(size), compared to the standard
estimator. The apparent knee in the log(size) dependence [Figure 5.4] is due to edge
effects in the simulations as a result of the energy boundaries, which need to be set, and
has no real physical meaning.
To fit such an Ansatz onto the simulated data a new ROOT class of profile histograms
has been introduced. Profile histograms, which are able to represent the mean value of the
dependent variable as depending on three parameters instead of just two – Tprofile3D
(effectively equivalent to a 4D histogram) [108] [Figure B.4  The energy content is
encoded as size of the squares in the 3D profile histogram].
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Figure 5.3: Histogram of log(E) vs. dist; log(size) = 2.0, 60° elevation, fixed.
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Figure 5.4: Histogram of log(E) vs. log(size); dist = 0.5, 60° elevation, fixed.
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Figure 5.5: Histogram log(E) vs. log(sin(elev.)); dist = 0.5, log(size) = 2.0, fixed.
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To find an energy estimator a binned fit was carried out onto the data in this profile
histogram. As fit function a polynomial in dist, log(size/tp) and log(sin(elevation)) has
been used.
log E=Pol5 [dist ]⋅Pol1[log 

size
]⋅Pol1[logsin el]
tp

The reason for scaling size by throughput (tp) is that a changing value of throughput
obviously leads to a shift in the energysize relation. This has been confirmed during the
process of finding an estimator, by using simulated data produced for various values of tp,
but will not be further explained here. To simplify the fitting simulated data of tp = 1.0
was used. The order of the polynomials given above represent the pure terms. There are,
however, terms and cross terms which are of higher order. They have been used for pure
form shaping purposes.
After canceling the terms which showed negligible fractions to the whole estimator,
and further assuming a simpler form by neglecting most cross terms, the following energy
estimator has been established by using a standard fit in the parametrized polynomial.
The full set of simulated and reconstructed histograms for the different values in elevation
can be found in the appendix.
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log10 [Energy /GeV ] = 0.5191190.934927⋅x−0.97584⋅x 1.21982⋅x 0.762661⋅y
−2.66761⋅z
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12
3
2
−0.622831⋅x⋅y0.10263⋅x⋅y 0.0113958⋅x ⋅y 1.96735⋅z
x≡dist
y≡log10 size/ tp
z≡log10 sinelev
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For each shower event in the data set the corresponding value for log(E/GeV) have
been calculated and put back into the hbook files, which serve as data interface for PAW.
By comparing the reproduced spectral dependency on dist and log(size) for each slice
in elevation, reproduced by the estimator function that has just been gained, to the
spectral dependency from the simulated data itself a deviation of not more than 10 to 20%
is apparent. In most of the area spanned by dist and log(size) the deviation is even lower.

Figure 5.6: Example of reconstructed data; Histogram of log(E) vs. dist and
log(size); 60° elevation.
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When applying an auxiliary cut of dist < 1.0 a reasonable agreement between
reconstructed [Figure 5.6] and simulated [Figure 5.2] energy distribution can be shown
[Figure 5.7]. The relative differences lie mostly below 10% and lower (except for the
values in the lowest log(size) bins). The full set for all elevations can be found in
Appendix B.

Figure 5.7: Example of simulated vs. reconstructed data; Histogram of relative
difference Δrellog(E) vs. dist and log(size); 60° elevation.
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5.4 Trigger Efficiencies and Efficiencies on the Distance Cut
The simulated data has also been used to determine the telescopes trigger efficiencies
and cut efficiencies for the auxiliary cut on distance. The trigger efficiencies compare the
telescope output after parametrization to a total of all incoming events and have to be
determined from simulations.
By determining the efficiencies for the cut on distance from simulated data one gains
the advantage of relatively small errors on those numbers and also of being statistically
independent on the cut on the alpha parameter, which is determined from real data. This
is necessary to get a reliable measure for the total efficiencies later. Figure 5.8 and 5.9
show the respective results for the four complementary energy bins in six different values
of elevation. Their numerical values will be given in chapter 9.
The efficiencies for the auxiliary cut on the alpha parameter and for applying the
neural net including its cuts will be calculated in a later step using real data.
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Figure 5.8: Simulated telescope trigger efficiencies vs. log(E) for the four energy
bins, depending on elevation.
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Figure 5.9: Simulated dist cut efficiencies vs. log(E) for the four energy bins,
depending on elevation.
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CHAPTER 6
NEURAL NETWORKS

6.1 Introduction
Due to the high background of hadronic showers, about 100 times higher than the
gamma ray flux, it proves highly nontrivial to find this VHE gamma ray signal. One
method to gain an already efficient background suppression of about 95% has been
discussed before – the IACT together with Supercuts. Although this method already
results in an acceptable background suppression, the question came up whether a neural
network based classification method would lead to better results in terms of background
reduction. Of course, the idea to use a neural network (NN) within a classification
algorithm is not new. However, the way in which the NN is used for this work differs
from other methods in one significant point: it uses real data to train the NN, instead of
simulated signal and only real background.
The NN is given a set of input parameters, mostly image parameters, and seeks to
develop a nonlinear function of these input parameters, which has a certain value in
cases where the showers looks more like a gamma ray and another value when the event
looks more like a background shower.
This nonlinear function resembles a patter in the phase space of the input parameters,
which the NN tries to match by an iterative approach that tests the effectiveness of the
function on training samples.
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6.2 The General Bodywork of a Neural Network
For this work the MLPfit neural net code package, developed by J. Schwindling, is
used within the "Physics Analysis Workstation" (PAW) analysis software [107]. It can be
used directly within the PAW environment and provides therefore a simple way to be used
within our data analysis  “MLPfit in a simple and userfriendly environment” [cit. J.
Schwindling].
One of the many architectures a NN can be build on, and the one MLPfit uses, is a so
called “feed forward architecture” or “multi layer perceptron” (MLP). As many other
types of NN this type resembles the neural structure in the human brain [Figure 6.1].

Figure 6.1: Scheme of neuron in human brain [115].

The algorithm that represents the artificial NN basically simulates neurons interlinked
with each other through a bundle of synapses. The neurons in the NN are arranged in
layers, where each neuron within a certain layer is linked to each neuron in the following
layer. One neuron has as many incoming synapses as there are neurons in the preceding
layer and one outgoing synapse that is fed to all neurons in the next layer.
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The MLP in use here consists of an “input layer”, two “hidden layers” and an “output
layer” [Figure 6.2].

Figure 6.2: ANN layer architecture  feed forward architecture [118].

6.3 Methodology
All the input values into a single neuron are weighted and added up. The sum is fed
into a “transfer function” F(A) of the neuron [Figure 6.3]. This transfer function is either
a linear response in the case of the input nodes or the output node or it is a sigmoid like
function in the case of hidden layers. If the sigmoid is above some threshold a sigmoid
output response is triggered, essentially causing the neuron to 'fire' [5][24][72][107].

A=∑ x i w i−S

F(A)=UNITY(A)
or

F(A)=

1
1exp −A

Figure 6.3: To the neuron transfer function [24].
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The algorithm that simulates the NN structure, in the case of one hidden layer, creates
a linear combination of the sigmoid functions in the hidden layer. The basic principle now
is that one can apply a certain set of input parameters to the NN, which forms a function
in the phase space of the input parameters, and trains it to produce different functional
values for, lets say, signal and background induced events. In this work the input
parameters are given by a selected set of EAS image parameters.

6.4 NN Theorems
Since the NN constructs a functional algorithm on a multidimensional parameter space
it possesses the natural ability to carry out pattern recognition in the multidimensional
phase space of its input parameters. A NN can be trained to find a function that describes
the pattern of signal and background events as a continuous function of the input
parameters and hence, can be used to discriminate between them. This is based on the
following two theorems [107]:

•

A linear function of sigmoids can approximate any continuous function of one or
more variable(s). This is useful to obtain a continuous function fitting a finite set
of points when no underlying model is available.

•

Trained with a desired answer = 1 for signal and 0 for background, the trained
function approximates the probability of signal knowing the input values. This
second theorem is the basis for all classification applications.
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The phase space in our case consists of a selected set of EAS image parameters,
actually a subset of the parameters used in Supercuts, and the two additional input
parameters elevation and energy. For this work, instead of using just one hidden layer, two
hidden layers are in use within the NN. One hidden layer is enough to describe a
continuous linear function of sigmoids. However, to describe a more complicated closed
structure within the input parameter space, like the one our data represents, it needs two
hidden layers instead of just one.
As mentioned before, training on pure simulated signal and real background is not
quite what is done in this work. However, for the moment this standard method seems to
be the better choice to discuss how a NN has to be used to carry out pattern recognition.

6.5 Use of Simulated Signal and Real Background
The idea here is fairly simple. To differ between two types of events, signal and
background, one first has to train the MLP on a socalled “training sample”. This means
to feed a known signal event (gamma ray shower in our case) out of this training sample
and to tell the MLP for this to produce a certain output, lets say 1. Equivalently one also
has to feed a known background event out of the training sample and to tell the neural net
in this case to produce a different output, lets say 0. After the MLP is trained on the
whole training sample and after a certain number of iterations (described below) one can
test the trained MLP on a socalled “validation sample” where the event classification
also is known to the user but this time the MLP is not being told about it.
While it is easy for us to feed a known background event into a NN for the purpose of
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training, almost any random EAS anywhere in the sky is likely to be a background
hadronic shower, it is much harder to identify a real signal event (gamma ray shower),
hidden on top of a huge background pollution. Therefore, usually one has to use
simulated signal events to carry out this kind of NN training.
Imagine that for a proper choice of image parameters (phase space parameters) the
pattern for a simulated signal and a real background event differ significantly from each
other. As desired output during the training a 1 is assigned for signal and a 0 for
background. In addition the data are separated into training and validation samples.
Let N be the total number of events (signal plus background) within the
training/validation sample. For each event the MLP produces a certain answer Op,
compares this answer to the assigned or desired answer Dp and calculates a socalled
“costperpattern function” costP = (OP  DP)L, where L is usually taken to be 2. The sum
of these functions over the whole sample set measures the "total cost":

N

cost TOT= ∑ O P −DP 

L

,

P=1

which the MLP now tries to minimize by adjusting the weights and thresholds for each
synapse and node respectively. One run through a whole sample set is called an “epoch”.
One epoch contains training and validation. After each epoch the weights and thresholds
get adjusted by a process called “back propagation of errors”, in order to minimize the
total cost [107].
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6.5.1 BackPropagation of Errors
For each pattern the gradients in the cost function with respect to each synapse's
weight are calculated by δcostP/δwij, where wij is the weight of the synapse between the i
th node in one layer and the jth node in the following layer. After each epoch the weights
transform according to:
 cost p
w ij w ij−⋅
 w ij

The algorithm loops over all events in the sample to perform one epoch and finally
carries out a number of epochs till the total cost reaches a local minimum. The second
term in the expression above is the socalled "Momentum Term" where η determines the
"step size" in the search for a global minimum [5]. Usually η has to be adjusted such that
one does not run the risk of getting caught in a local minimum. We, however, get to
choose the minimum manually. In the MLPfit package a learning curve (actually one for
the training sample and one for the validation sample) with the total cost or error is given
from which the user can determine the epoch in which the error reaches a minimum. It is
up to the user to decide whether with a certain epoch the MLP has reached an acceptable
minimum or to wait further for another epoch to show a lower minimum, i.e. to decide
whether the minimum has been global or just local. This can take a very long time,
depending on the size of the phase space, the number of nodes in the hidden layers and of
course the size of the data sample.
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Figure 6.4: Schematics to the NN training process; Simulated signal, real background.
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As can be seen in Figure 6.4, which represents a schematic plot for input, training and
output, the NN does not assign discrete values of 1 or 0. The NN assigns continuous
probabilities for the pattern to be signal or background in origin. A cut on the MLP
output function can now be chosen, a value between 0 and 1, such that the maximum
significance for signal over background will be achieved, where "significance" still has to
be defined. This cut, applied on an independent data set, which consists of signal and
background, should now be able to carry out the optimum signal over background
selection. The MLP output function, together with its optimized cut, therefore serves as
simple selection function on the data such that the optimum signal to noise ratio results.

6.6 Use of Real Signal and Real Background
Since we prefer not to be dependent on the accuracy of simulated data, we attempt to
use real data exclusively. Instead of a NN training that uses simulated data and real
background we instead train the NN on real ON run and OFF run data (also called "on
source" and "offsource" respectively). Since both onsource and offsource data are
dominated by hadronic backgrounds, the onsource and offsource events look quite
similar within the phase space of the input parameters and are even located at almost the
same phase space volume. Hence, the NN will assign most of the time close to a 50%
probability to be either an onsource or an offsource event. That is to say, since the on
source data is highly background polluted it is hard for the NN to recognize a difference
within the phase space pattern for on and offsource events.
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Figure 6.5: Schematics of the NN training process; Exceptionally real data.
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Nevertheless, with the proper training and caution in selecting data for the training, the
NN is able to recognize even these slight differences between the pattern for on and off
source events due to the presence of a small gamma ray component in the onsource data.
The NN output is still monotonically related to the gamma ray signal likelihood, however,
it looks somewhat different to what one is used from the standard method [Figure 6.5].
One might think now that this spoils the use of a simulated energy estimator. However,
the reason we use the energy estimator as input into the NN is that it tries to find the
optimum answer, in terms of pattern recognition, for each energy slice (in principle any
continuous function of a subset of the other parameters could be used as additional input,
as long as it represents a sensible measure for the phase space pattern).

One still has to

find the cut on the NN output that maximizes significance for signal (now number of on
source events after the cut minus number of offsource events after the cut) over
background. In this analysis, the final background will be the onsource events in the
pulse windows of the phase plot (assuming no pulsed signal is present). Thus, the
significance function we use is:
signif =

Non −N off

 N on

where Non and Noff are the numbers of on and offsource events respectively.

6.7 Seasonal Training
The data samples in this work consist of data from various seasons of observation. For
each season the telescope's response to an ideal shower event is different due to
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environmental (i.e. atmospheric) changes, changes in the PMT response, blurred mirror
elements, etc. Therefore, since the NN responds to the slightest differences within the
data, separate MLP functions need to be trained for each season. This of course also leads
to different MLP cuts, i.e. for each season the MLP that is trained especially for this
season has a different cut value to gain maximum significance from the data sample
compared to another MLP for another season. In addition, since we are also looking at
different energy bins and since the value for significance of course takes different values
on those energy sub sets, for each season we have to find several MLP cuts corresponding
to several energy bins (the data selection to separate the four complementary energy bins
has been carried out simply by using selective cuts on energy right at the beginning of the
analyses). This is somewhat similar to the so called “Kernel Analysis”, where a different
kernel function has to be chosen for, lets say, different bins in size and elevation, or to an
“Optimized Supercuts” analysis, where for different bands in size and elevation different
cut values for the Supercuts set is chosen [43].
The MLP have been trained on data from six different observational seasons between
2000 and 2006. So, six different data samples were fed into six different MLP and hence,
six different MLP output functions are calculated.
Assuming an onsource and offsource training sample for each season, this makes for
twelve independent data sets – plus another twelve for the validation sample.

2000/2001

2001/2002

2002/2003

2003/2004 gc

2004/2005

2005/2006

on / off

Table 6.1: Data set assembling.
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training / validation

A complete list of all the runs that were used can be found in the appendix. The data
were chosen for A/B quality weather condition, matching alpha plots in on and
corresponding offsource runs and values of elevation higher than 30°.
The values of throughput had to be included into the data files as well. Some of the
files had to be corrected for matching elevation between ON and corresponding OFF
runs.
The input parameters into the NN are length, width, distance, concentration, elevation
and energy. The parameters length and width have additionally been scaled by elevation.

length 

length
sinelev

width 

width
sin elev

Elevation, however, remains an additional input parameter, since there are additional
differences between high and lowenergy data for different values of elevation.
It should be obvious now why it is necessary to find a reasonable estimator for energy.
Further, since PAW is used as analysis tool, a functional form of the estimator was
needed. The energy estimator function has to be loopfed, event wise, into the hbook files,
which serve as data interface to PAW and contain the parametrized data for the various
on and offsource runs in each season. Since energy serves as an input parameter, the NN
naturally tries to find the optimum answer in each energy slice in the phase space of input
parameters. This means that it should achieve a natural sensitivity for every energy bin
being analyzed.
The trained MLP will be applied to several sets of data  the various seasons, and
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within those, several energy bins. For each season and energy bin the optimum answer in
terms of a cut on the MLP output that maximizes significance, as described before, looks
different. As we shall see this leads to somewhat loose cuts for the lowest energy bin.
After the training, MLPfit produces a fortran file which contains a nonlinear function
depending on the input parameters. It can be used as a selection function within PAW and
therefore be applied very easily to the data. The learning curves for the seasonal training
procedures can be found in the appendix.

6.8 Implementation of the Analysis in PAW
Except for selecting the data for the analysis, the part that took most of the time was to
train the MLP and to find the optimum cuts for each seasonal data set and energy bin.
Although this part was one of the main tasks just a schematic plot of how the
implementation works will be given. Everything else really would go beyond the scope of
this thesis. The following flow chart [Figure 6.6] demonstrates the implemented code to
train the MLP and to optimize the MLP cuts on the various data sets. The implementation
splits into two major parts. The first part is to train the MLP for each season. The second
part consists of finding the cuts that maximize the significances on the various data sets.
The scheme shows the functionality of the implemented PAW code that governs the
training of the MLP and the optimization of the MLP cuts. The actual training and
optimization processes are implemented in two separate sets of PAW codes. However, one
scheme shall be enough to explain the general features.
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ON
OFF

training
validation

NN

training

pawmlp.f

validation

on – off

signif

on – off
max

NNcut
given
season
energy bin
α < 20°
dist < 1.0

Light curve

Figure 6.6: Schematics of the implementation of NN training and NNcut optimization.

Auxiliary cuts are given by alpha < 20° and dist < 1.0 and applied from the very
beginning, together with the energy selection cuts. As you can see also in the scheme the
data are divided into on and offsource samples and further into training and validation
samples. Data were separated into trainign and validation samples according to even or
odd event numbers.
The NN layer architecture that we use is a 6771 (6 input nodes, 2 x 7 hidden nodes and
1 output nodes). Other architectures were tried but they either quickly over trained the
neural net because of a vast number of degrees of freedom caused by too many nodes, or
gave less efficient answers in terms of background rejection. We also tried to train one
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MLP for all seasons together, considering a 7th input, which would account for seasonal
variability. Due to memory issues in PAW and other still unknown effects, however, we
got bad answers in the sense that for some events the output of the NN would be negative
and rather discontinuous.
The NN has been trained using the training sample and the minimum in the learning
curve calculated from the validation sample. The trained NN gives out a fortran file,
pawmlp.f, containing the respective MLP function. This file can be used as selection
function within PAW. Two thousand epochs were used in order to make sure to reach the
global minimum. The global minimum then had to be determined afterwards and the
MLP trained again, this time to match the exact number of epochs that minimizes the
learning curve, so to get a MLP that fits the phase space pattern in an optimal way and is
not over trained a bit. The second part consists of determining the MLP cut that
maximizes significance on the validation sample. Different approaches have been tried
here. One was to find the maximal significance for each season under consideration of the
contribution of this season to the total of all seasons. So to say, a cut corresponding to a
weighted significance for that season with respect to the total of all seasons. This
approach, however, turned out to be unstable with respect to the implementation in PAW.
In the end we assume the optimum cut values for each season to be independent of each
other and simply go after the cut that maximizes the significance for each season
separately.
After the optimum MLP cuts have been found they can be applied to the data, together
with the auxiliary cuts, and phase plots for the onsource data can be produced, using all
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the data from training and validation samples together. MLP cut optimization (and data
selection for the phase plots later) has been done for data of elevation > 45°, contrary to
the training where we used data of elevation > 30°. A list of the optimized NNcuts can be
found in appendix D.
It is also possible to find a cut that yields the same signal efficiency with half or even
third the background as Supercuts. This gives a nice comparison, for presentation
purposes, between the NN method and Supercuts. The appendices E to I show the
"comparative alpha plots" for the various energy bins and seasons.
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CHAPTER 7
TIMING ANALYSIS

7.1 Introduction
The goal of this work is to derive a flux upper limit on the energy of the pulsed signal.
Therefore, one needs to know the timing information of each event in the data set and to
translate it into rotational phase information, i.e. to express the signal arrival time as a
fraction of the pulsar rotational period. Usually this is chosen relative to the radio peak
observation, which means to compare the arrival times to ephemeris information for radio
observations. The UTC arrival times of the gamma ray events have been measured by a
GPS clock at the observer's location. One needs to translate the arrival times of a huge
number of independent observations into one rotational phase histogram, also referred to
as "light curve" or "phase plot". For presentational purposes, since the main pulse in the
relative phase diagram is expected to show at a value of one, a range between zero and
two has been chosen rather than a range between zero and one.
Optical Crab data collected with the VERITAS telescopes by Ozlem Celik has been
used to check the barycenter code for consistency. Except for the different location of the
VERITAS telescope in comparison to the WHIPPLE 10m telescope the code was not
altered for this consistency check. By applying the barycenter correction code which has
been used for this work to that data, the phase information has been plotted and the
correct pulse profile has been confirmed.
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7.2 Epoch folding
The signal arrival times have to be folded with the rotational radio phase. This method
is called epoch folding and can be described as follows. Be Φ(T) the rotational phase at
any time T after a certain reference T0. Φ(T) is determined by calculating the number of
rotations since T0 and looking at the fractional part. This can be expressed as

T

T=∫T f T dT −  T0 
0

where f(T) is the pulsars' time dependent rotational frequency. Taylor expanding the
frequency around T0 and integrating leads to

T=T 0  f T 0 T−T0 

1
2
ḟ T 0 T−T0 
2

The information on rotational frequencies and slow down rates can be found in pulsar
ephemeris tables (for this thesis the Jodrell Bank ephemeris were used [104]).

7.3 Solar System Barycentric Correction
Since Earth's orbital motion around the Sun leads to fluctuations in acceleration and
deceleration relative to the pulsar, a frame has to be used which shows almost no
acceleration relative to the pulsar. The "Solar System barycenter" (SSB) is such a
reference frame since its acceleration relative to isolated objects is sufficiently small. The
method to use is called "barycentric correction" and is essential to calculate the correct
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rotational phase information. Earth arrival times (UTC) have to be translated into
barycentric dynamical times (TDB).
To actually carry out a SSB correction the conversion of a number of time standards is
necessary. They will be described in brief.
TAI: The international atomic time is the terrestrial atomic time standard, corrected for
environmental and relativistic effects.
UTC: The universal coordinate time is the time measured by a GPS clock. UTC and
TAI have the same rate but differ from each other by a number of leap seconds, which are
introduced to count for the same UTC time of solar noon each day. The correspondence is
UTC – TAI = # leap seconds. The number of leap seconds since1999 is 32 seconds and
since 2006 it is 33 seconds.
TDT: The terrestrial dynamical time is used in ephemeris for terrestrial observations. It
has a constant offset to TAI which is TDT – TAI = 32.284 seconds.
TDB: The barycentric dynamical time is basically TDT but relativistically corrected to
s
s
the SSB. It is given by TDB−TDT=0 .001658⋅sin g0 .000014⋅sin2g where g is

given by g=357.53 °0.98560⋅JD−2451545.0 and JD is the event Julian date.
In addition to these timing corrections, and actually more important, one has to take
time of flight delays into account between the observatory and the center of earth (COE),
and also between COE and SSB.
The correction accounting for the time of flight delay between COE and SBB can be
given by the expression
 T COE , SSB≃
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rp⋅
re
c

where

rp points from the SSB towards the pulsar and

re points from the SSB to the

COE. The correction accounting for the time of flight delay between the observatory and
the COE is given by
 T observatory ,COE =

r 0⋅cos ZA
c

where r0 represents the distance from observatory to COE and ZA the zenith angle of the
pulsar. So, to carry out a complete barycentric correction one has to take the following
term into account:

TDB=UTC UTC , TAI TAI , TDT  TDT , TDB
T COE , SSB T observatory ,COE 

All positions and timing information regarding the sources and solar system planetary
objects can be found in the respective ephemeris tables. For this work pulsar radio
ephemeris from Jodrell Bank have been taken [104]. Planetary ephemeris information has
been taken according to JPL DE200 [102].

7.4 Implementation
The corrections introduced above have been implemented, by others, into various
frameworks of C++ codes. In the present work the barycenter code written by John Finley
has been used [119]. In the end, gamma ray data from the WHIPPLE 10m Crab
observations will be applied to this code and to each event a rotational phase value,
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relative to the radio main pulse, will be assigned.
To assure the correctness of the barycentric correction code we have applied it to
optical Crab data taken by Ozlem Celik [13] with VERITAS. Considering, of course, the
respective location for VERITAS (31° 40'30.21'' N, 110°57'07.77'' W, 1268 mm above sea
level [110]) within the code instead of the WHIPPLE location. The main and intermediate
pulses are apparent at the correct position in the corresponding phase plot [Figure 7.1],
thereby confirming that the code is correct. In an older study (with different code) of
optical Crab data at WHIPPLE John Kildea confirmed that the GPS clock at WHIPPLE
works correctly.

Figure 7.1: Barycenter code applied to optical Crab data; Histogram of event counts
vs. relative rotational phase.
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CHAPTER 8
UPPER LIMIT COUNTING AND FLUX CALCULATION

8.1 Introduction
The VHE Crab data, recorded by the WHIPPLE 10m, has been divided into subsets
that correspond to four energy bins in the range log(E/GeV) = 2.0 to 4.0 in steps of 0.5.
Additionally a 5th energy bin was defined over the range log(E/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0. This
one represents a lower limit of 250 GeV to compare with previous publications. For each
season a separate MLP has been trained and optimized for each of the energy bins  cuts
on the MLP functions have been found. The MLP, including their cuts, have been applied
to their respective data sets (training and validation) and for each energy bin the seasonal
data, which passed the MLP selection criteria, was put together in one total phase plot.
The result is five distinct phase plots [Figures 8.1 to 8.5] for the five different energy bins
respectively. The EGRET pulse windows for the radio main pulse and intermediate pulse,
defined from 0.94 to 1.04 and 0.32 to 0.43 respectively, are displayed on top of the phase
plots [48][65].
In order to calculate the significance for signal over estimated background for the on
source data that passed the selection criteria and to count the number of signal excess
events within the pulse windows we apply a method introduced by T. Li and Y. Ma [50].
To derive the upper limits we calculate the 3.1σ level corresponding to the signal event
count within the EGRET windows. This is equivalent to a 99.9% confidence level,
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assuming a gauss approximation to a binomial distribution for the events within the pulse
windows [34]. Weighted by the trigger efficiencies and the efficiencies of the auxiliary
cuts and MLP cuts this leads to the respective 99.9% CL flux upper limits.

8.2 UL Counting  Method by Li and Ma
The basic assumption in this method is that there is no signal within the pulse time
windows. They calculate the upper limit using an estimate of the background determined
from background and signal data. Further derivation can be found in [50]. Let us discuss
the implementation of their calculation. We identify a "signal sample" that consists of all
onsource events within the EGRET windows of the phase plot and a "background
sample" that consists of all onsource events outside the EGRET windows. We will call
the time range of the signal sample the "pulse time" tP and the time range of the
background sample the "nonpulse time" tNP. For a phase plot that extends from a phase
value of 0.3 up to 0.7 (to cover one rotational period) the pulse time would then be the
inner region spanned by the EGRET pulse windows (main plus intermediate), the non
pulse time would be the complement to that (tNP = 1  tP). A value α is defined by the ratio
of pulse time to nonpulse time, α = tP/tNP. The number of background events within the
EGRET windows can now be estimated. Lets say NP is the number of events within tP and
NNP the number of events within tNP, then NB = αNNP would be an estimator for the
number of background events within the EGRET windows. The signal excess in that case
would be NS = NP  NB = NP  αNNP. The Signal significance according to Li and Ma is
given by S = NS/σ(NS), where σ(NS) = (α(NP+NNP))1/2 [50, eq.9]. For the 99.9% CL count
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we use NS + 3.1∙σ(NS) [84].
The method by Li and Ma has been applied to the onsrc data in the following five
phase plots [Figure 8.1 to 8.5], corresponding to the five energy bins. The phase plots
contain the respective data after they pass the selection criteria of MLP cuts and auxiliary
cuts. In order to get an accurate count, corresponding to the definition of the EGRET
windows, a very fine binning (1 bin = 0.01 in phase) has been chosen.

Figure 8.1: Total phase plot after selection for log(E/GeV) = 2.0 to 2.5; Black = onsrc,
red = offsrc.
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Figure 8.2: Total phase plot after selection for log(E/GeV) = 2.5 to 3.0; Black = onsrc,
red = offsrc.
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Figure 8.3: Total phase plot after selection for log(E/GeV) = 3.0 to 3.5; Black = onsrc,
red = offsrc.
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Figure 8.4: Total phase plot after selection for log(E/GeV) = 3.5 to 4.0; Black = onsrc,
red = offsrc.
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Figure 8.5: Total phase plot after selection for log(E/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0; Black = onsrc,
red = offsrc.
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8.2 Flux Calculation
To calculate the actual flux values from the 99.9% CL counts one has to weight them
by the efficiencies of the MLP cuts, the auxiliary alpha and dist cuts and the trigger
efficiencies of the telescope. To determine the trigger efficiencies for the telescope one
has to use the simulated data as pointed out before. The dist efficiencies also have been
determined from simulations. "NN efficiency" and "alpha efficiency" have been
determined from real data.
The trigger efficiencies and dist efficiencies depend also on telescope elevation and
throughput. The dependence on throughput, however, is minimal and has been neglected.
Given the efficiencies, a simulated impact area Ae = π∙(250m/sin(e))2 and a total
observer time Te we can calculate the flux upper limits FUL for the various energy bins.
Let NUL be the 3.1σ count within the EGRET windows. By considering the dependence
on elevation (e) one can see that
N UL=F UL⋅∑e NN⋅alpha⋅dist⋅trig⋅A ⋅T
e

e

e

e

e

e

One has to use an average value, with respect to elevation, for the MLP cut efficiency
and the alpha efficiency, so
N UL=F UL⋅∑e NN⋅alpha⋅dist⋅trig⋅A ⋅T
e

e

e

e

e

=F UL⋅ NN alpha⋅∑ e dist⋅trig⋅A ⋅T
e

e

e

which leads to



F UL =

NUL
NN alpha

∑
⋅

e
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CHAPTER 9
RESULTS

The following chapter will be used to summarize the preceding chapters and to present
the final results of the analysis.

9.1 Summary
The theoretical background to pulsar and radiation models has been presented in
chapter 1 and 2.
The IACT has been introduced and discussed in chapter 3 and a brief description of
the WHIPPLE 10m telescope and its functionality has been given in chapter 4.
In chapter 5 we discussed why and how an estimator for the incident gamma rays'
spectral dependency on the shower parameters can be constructed using a simple fitting
routine onto a 3D profile histogram, which contains simulated gamma ray data. The
GrISU package was introduced. The trigger and dist efficiencies have been calculated.
The theory of neural networks has been given and the approach to use neural networks
to achieve an optimum background suppression for this analysis has been explained in
chapter 6. Special emphasis has been given here to the use of exceptionally real data to
train the neural net.
In chapter 7 the necessity of a barycenter correction to the data has been discussed as
well as the various time standards to convert GPS event information into relative
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rotational phase information.
Finally, in chapter 8, the 99.9% CL counting by Li and Ma has been introduced and
applied to the data in the EGRET pulse windows on top of the light curves. The final flux
calculation has been discussed.
Now the essential background and reasoning has been built up. However, before the
final results are presented a quick addition on data selection has to be given.

9.2 Data Selection
Given the input data and the trained MLP functions, a different lower cut on each one
of the MLP functions has to be chosen that maximizes a certain significance function on
the data set. This significance function has to be chosen to represent a sensible measure
for “signal above background” within the onsource data after applying the cuts.
Hence, for each of the four energy bins in each of the six seasons of interest a cut on
the respective MLP functions was chosen and applied to the data, together with the
auxiliary cuts on alpha and distance, in order to yield the desired results.
The data has been selected for A/B weather condition and matching alpha values in
ON and corresponding OFFsource runs.
In the 2003/2004 data set the notation "gc" appears. This stands for "gain change" and
denotes a change in the PMT voltages in fall 2003. To ensure not to bias the neural net
training in that season we only took data after the gain change.
In addition to that a lower cut on elevation has been set and only data with values of
elevation larger than 45° has been used in the analysis (in contrary to the training).
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In order not to be positively biased by the NN training only the validation set has been
used to determine the efficiencies for the MLP cut and the alpha cut.
Now, the cuts can be applied to the data, season by season, and phase histograms,
which contain information about the event timing relative to the pulsar's radio main pulse,
can be produced. For each energy bin the seasonal phase plots are being summed up and
the pulse area for main and intermediate pulse corresponding to the EGRET
measurements are defined. For the event counting within the peak regions in the phase
plots the whole data set – training as well as validation  has been in use.

9.3 Results
The 99.9% confidence level upper limit for the signal event count within the EGRET
windows has to be determined. Two steps have to be performed. First the method by Li
and Ma, to determine the signal above background excess and the corresponding standard
error and significance within the defined area, has been applied to each of the phase plots.
Secondly, assuming a normal distribution, 3.1 times the standard error has been added to
the signal event count within the EGRET windows. The result corresponds to the 99.9%
confidence level count of signal excess within the defined EGRET pulse windows. Now
the respective flux numbers can be calculated by weighting the 99.9% CL counts with the
trigger efficiencies of the telescope, the various cut efficiencies, simulated impact area
and total observer times.
Table 9.1 shows the results of the UL counting via the method by Li and Ma together
with the corresponding signal excess significances.
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log(E/GeV)

99.9% CL count

signal significance

2.0 to 2.5

438.57

1.824

2.5 to 3.0

236.65

0.833

3.0 to 3.5

109.91

0.365

3.5 to 4.0

57.83

1.901

2.398 to 9.0

289.39

0.565

Table 9.1: 99.9% CL counts and significances via the method by Li and Ma.

Now those count numbers have to be scaled by all the efficiencies (for MLP cut, alpha
cut, distance cut and telescope trigger). Tables 9.2 gives the numbers for the alpha cut
efficiencies and MLP cut efficiencies. They are determined from real data after applying
the distance cut.
log(E/GeV)

alpha cut efficiency

MLP cut efficiency

MLP eff ∙ alpha eff

2.0 to 2.5

0.457171 pm 0.0478461

1.00191 pm 0.123051

0.458044 pm 0.0739098

2.5 to 3.0

0.95632 pm 0.0524729 0.384251 pm 0.0293332 0.367467 pm 0.0345463

3.0 to 3.5

0.944738 pm 0.0715301

0.657305 pm 0.101181

0.620981 pm 0.106527

3.5 to 4.0

0.883117 pm 0.1353

0.513208 pm 0.126939

0.453223 pm 0.131865

2.398 to 9.0

0.94242 pm 0.0424004

0.38408 pm 0.0231491

0.361965 pm 0.0272241

Table 9.2: Efficiencies of alpha cuts and MLP cuts.

The efficiencies for the distance cut and telescope trigger have been discussed in
chapter 5. Their values are given in table 9.3 and 9.4 on the next two pages.
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trigeff, el40
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.0111012 error 0.000275978
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.208766 error 0.00312867
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.537301 error 0.0133451
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.674074 error 0.0373249
trigeff, el50
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.0515537 error0.000607133
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.346354 error 0.00424473
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.578959 error 0.0141109
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.643304 error 0.0363742
trigeff, el60
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.110199 error 0.000912684
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.397432 error 0.00464824
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.570069 error 0.0139128
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.648391 error 0.0356917
trigeff, el70
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.152877 error 0.00109656
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.419927 error 0.00477558
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.576831 error 0.0140602
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.673397 error 0.036583
trigeff, el80
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.184025 error 0.00121776
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.435968 error 0.00492375
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.585559 error 0.0140834
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.706853 error 0.0391291
trigeff, el90
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.196147 error 0.00126629
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.439651 error 0.00497547
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.583735 error 0.0142355
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.70875 error 0.0389082

disteff, el40
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.981051 error 0.0344669
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.977518 error 0.0189518
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.882023 error 0.0258094
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.703297 error 0.0468401
disteff, el50
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.983118 error 0.0160356
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.952588 error 0.0144048
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.825433 error 0.0238093
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.677043 error 0.0470001
disteff, el60
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.978993 error 0.010941
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.93148 error 0.0132706
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.790212 error 0.023166
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.711397 error 0.0473077
disteff, el70
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.975455 error 0.00927333
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.90919 error 0.0125739
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.768274 error 0.0226247
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.643739 error 0.0431996
disteff, el80
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.971042 error 0.0084134
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.900693 error 0.0123314
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.761766 error 0.0221274
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.633752 error 0.0431147
disteff, el90
log(E) 2 to 2.5: value 0.970348 error 0.00816196
log(E) 2.5 to 3: value 0.892803 error 0.0122611
log(E) 3 to 3.5: value 0.760045 error 0.0224128
log(E) 3.5 to 4: value 0.627866 error 0.0424572

Table 9.3: Trigger efficiencies and dist cut efficiencies for the four complementary
energy bins.
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trigeff, el40
disteff, el40
log(E) 2.398 to 9: value 0.207809 error0.00237193 log(E) 2.398 to 9: value 0.932585 error 0.0139428
trigeff, el50
disteff, el50
log(E) 2.398 to 9: value 0.328687 error 0.0031233 log(E) 2.398 to 9: value 0.92314 error 0.010984
trigeff, el60
disteff, el60
log(E) 2.398 to 9: value 0.388014 error0.00348147 log(E) 2.398 to 9: value 0.910852 error 0.0100475
trigeff, el70
disteff, el70
log(E) 2.398 to 9: value 0.413331 error0.00360629 log(E) 2.398 to 9: value0.892222 error0.00953594
trigeff, el80
disteff, el80
log(E) 2.398 to 9: value 0.43026 error 0.00370794 log(E) 2.398 to 9: value0.884619 error0.00930432
trigeff, el90
disteff, el90
log(E) 2.398 to 9: value 0.437667 error 0.0037697 log(E) 2.398 to 9: value0.879096 error0.00923266

Table 9.4: Trigger efficiencies and dist cut efficiencies for the energy bin log(E/GeV)
= 2.398 to 9.0.

To gain the corresponding flux numbers, the observer times and impact areas have to
be taken into account. The impact areas can be calculated as given at the of chapter 8. The
observer times (say for ON runs) are given in table 9.5 and 9.6 (one observational run
endures 28 minutes).
elevation / °

# runs

time / minutes

30

21

588

40

21

588

50

49

1372

60

68

1904

70

75

2100

80

95

2660

90

0

0

TOTAL

329

153.53 hrs.

Table 9.5: Observer times; Elevation banding.
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season

# runs

time / minutes

2000 / 2001

79

2212

2001 / 2002

72

2016

2002 / 2003

39

1092

2003 / 2004 gc

29

812

2004 / 2005

48

1344

2005 / 2006

62

1736

TOTAL

329

153.53 hrs.

Table 9.6: Observer times; Seasonal banding.

Putting all together, this yields the following values for the 99.9% CL flux upper limits
for each of the five energy bins of interest.
log(E/GeV)

99.9% CL flux UL in 1013 s1cm2

2.0 to 2.5

< 63.578

2.5 to 3.0

< 12.238

3.0 to 3.5

< 2.378

3.5 to 4.0

< 1.736

2.398 to 9.0

< 15.933

Table 9.7: 99.9% CL flux numbers; NNcut.

The energy bin ranging from log(E/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0 corresponds to an energy bin
with a lower limit of 250 GeV and therefore comparable to the one Lessard et al. are
using in a previous publication [48]. The flux upper limit we get with our analysis in this
case is about 3 times lower compared to Lessard's result, which is given in table 9.8.
E/GeV

99.9% CL flux UL in 1013 s1cm2

> 250

< 48.2

> 600

< 16.7

> 1000

< 12

> 2000

< 5.9

> 4000

< 4.6

Table 9.8: 99.9% CL flux numbers; Lessard et al. [48].
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One can build selection functions and compare the spectral sensitivities between the
MLP cuts (also called "NNcut" here), Supercuts 2000 and a set of "Optimized Supercuts"
(also called "JKcuts" here) [Figure 9.1] [43].

#

log(E/GeV)
Figure 9.1: Spectral sensitivities; Comparison between NNcut, SC2000 and JKcuts.
We can see that NNcut tries to be sensitive also in the lowest energy bin, whereas
SC2000 is not and JKcuts to about half the extent than NNcuts.
In the following figure 9.2 we compare our results for the four complementary energy
bins to previous analyses. The upper limits of previous publications together with model
prediction curves are shown in figure 9.3. On top of the plot are our results, represented
by green bars, whose lengths denote the span of our four energy bins.
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Figure 9.2: Log(E²dN/dE) plot; Comparing the results [42][56].

In two recent studies (Kildea at al. [42] and McCann et al. [56]) new upper limits for
peak response energies of 160 GeV and 130 GeV were reported. They are just listed here
for the sake of completeness and will be mentioned further in the conclusion.
E/GeV

99.9% CL flux UL in 1013 s1cm2

> 130 (McCann et al.)

< 580

> 160 (Kildea et al.)

< 570

Table 9.9: 99.9% CL flux numbers; Kildea et al. [42] and McCann et al. [56].
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSION

Our goal was to settle whether there is a pulsed signal from the Crab at high energies
or not. The significance values in table 9.1 show that there is no marginally significant
signal event count within the expected pulsed phase regions. Hence, no pulsed signal is
detected but 99.9% CL flux upper limits are set for several distinct VHE energy bins
[chapter 9].
The standard errors (via Li and Ma) for the event counts are marginally (50% to 300%)
compared to the counts themselves. The errors on the alpha and MLP cut efficiencies are
not more than 20% in the three lowest energy bins and 30% in the highest. For the > 250
GeV bin they are less than 10%. The errors on the trigger and dist cut efficiencies are
mostly below 5%. Hence, the errors on the efficiencies are not included in the standard
errors for the 99.9% CL count determination, since in the end they would change the
result not more than about 10%. For a more exact number, however, they might be
included
Looking at the alpha plots and comparative alpha plots [appendices E to I], we see that
the MLP cuts mostly do a good job in selecting signal. For most of the samples the
background reduction compared to Supercuts2000 is 2 to 3 times better. However, for
some it is worse.
In the lowest of the four energy bins [appendix E] the alpha plots do not show an
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apparent improvement. However, the MLP cuts are loose compared to Supercuts here and
as one can see from figure 9.1 the MLP cut method is more sensitive to lower energies
than the other methods in that area. This is the most interesting energy bin for
discriminating between pulsar models.
In the three energy bins that follow [appendices F to H] the MLP cuts do a good job.
In the highest energy bin of these, however, the MLP cut method compares not as good to
Supercuts anymore. The MLP cuts are set very tight here but Supercuts seems to be even
tighter. Nevertheless, the phase plots for this energy bin show some interesting contents.
In the > 250 GeV energy bin [appendix I] the MLP competes very well to Supercuts in
all aspects.
So, we trust the MLP cuts analysis and continue with the counting. The 99.9% CL flux
upper limits [table 9.7] for the four distinct energy bins seem to be comparable to the
results of Lessard et al. [table 9.8] at first glance. However, one has to take into account
that the energy bins, which Lessard et al. are looking at are bins with only lower limits.
They determine the 99.9% CL event rate for the whole energy region above a certain so
called “peak response energy”. We, however, really look at energy bins with defined
upper and lower limits. So, it is hard to make the comparison. Therefore we were tempted
to analyze a bin that resembles this lower limit of 250 GeV [log(e/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0,
last row in table 9.7]. The flux number we find for this bin is about 3 times lower than the
one Lessard et al. have found in their analysis [first row in table 9.8].
Recent studies by Kildea et al. and McCann et al. [Table 9.9] presented new 99.9% CL
flux upper limits for lower peak response energies of > 160 GeV and > 130 GeV
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respectively using the Kernel analysis method. Although it has not been done here, it
would be of interest to analyze the same energy bins with the MLP cuts method.
Looking at figure 9.1 we see that within our energy boundaries for the lowest energy
bin of the four complementary bins we also coincide with the power law + exponential
cutoff, which would speak for the outer gap models as production mechanism for the
pulsar radiation. If so, we should not forget about the possibility for a pulsed signal in the
TeV range, which is predicted by the outer gap models.
If considering the lower edge of our lowest energy bin we could rule out a pulsed
signal anywhere in this bin. However, we would force the cutoff law to a steeper behavior
and would therefore prefer the polar cap models. In the context of our very low flux upper
limit for this > 250 GeV bin that would be the desirable choice as well.
Even with the MLP cut method it is still hard to distinguish between the production
scenarios for pulsar radiation. We still have to improve either the lower energy thresholds
for the detectors or the offline analysis signal to noise reduction methods. In both cases it
is desirable to have more observer time and a more sophisticated energy estimation.
As future outlook I'd like to mention the possibility of applying the MLP cut method
on the new VERITAS array data. The biggest advantage would be the lower energy
threshold, compared to WHIPPLE, due to the stereoscopic observation. A MLP analysis
could be incorporated into the VEGAS software package or at least implemented as an
additional package. Since the energy estimation in VEGAS for the new array is already
very good this problem is already covered. By using the existing C++ environment and
rewriting the MLP cut analysis in ROOT we would gain advantage as well, since the
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MLPfit package that is incorporated into ROOT is more sophisticated than the older PAW
counterpart. Memory issues and array handling would be no problem in ROOT anymore
as well, compared to the Fortran based PAW software.
A brief comment on the possibility for a TeV pulsed signal is worth making. If one
takes a look at the figures H.13 to H.18 (especially H.13, H.16, H.18) and the total phase
plot figure H.19, for the highest energy bin in the analysis, there appears to be an excess
almost within the expected pulse areas. If one could redefine the pulse windows for
higher energies and bring the phase difference between the two peaks closer one would
gain an almost 3 sigma excess here. An idea might be that at high energies the time of
flight delays in the outer gap models would get shorter. Maybe a TeV gamma ray would
interact not as strong with the charged pulsar magnetosphere, due to higher momenta,
than its less energetic counterpart, hence leading to a shorter time of flight delay and so
leading to a phase difference between the main and intermediate pulses of less than 0.4.
This is of course purely hypothetical and needs to be studied further.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF WHIPPLE DATA

2000

2001

on15608

on15624

on15739

on15755

on15769

on15815

on15871

on15873

off15607

off15625

off15738

off15756

off15770

off15816

off15870

off15872

on15905

on15907

on15916

on15918

on15934

on15943

on16040

on16042

off15904

off15906

off15915

off15917

off15935

off15944

off16041

off16043

on16059

on16061

on16063

on16091

on16159

on16235

on16237

on16239

off16060

off16062

off16064

off16092

off16160

off16236

off16238

off16240

on16305

on16307

on16334

on16335

on16382

on16388

on16409

on16411

off16306

off16308

off16333

off16336

off16383

off16389

off16410

off16412

on16413

on16432

on16434

on16436

on16449

on16451

on16453

on16466

off16414

off16433

off16435

off16437

off16450

off16452

off16454

off16467

on16468

on16488

on16490

on16500

on16528

on16531

on16550

on16552

off16469

off16489

off16491

off16501

off16529

off16530

off16551

off16553

on16574

on16596

on16708

on16744

on16765

on16767

on16787

on16789

off16575

off16597

off16709

off16745

off16766

off16768

off16788

off16796

on16815

on16882

on16925

on17029

on17039

on17056

on17074

on17160

off16816

off16883

off16926

off17030

off17040

off17057

off17075

off17161

on17201

on17203

on17263

on17265

on17368

on17396

on17522

on17524

off17202

off17204

off17264

off17266

off17369

off17397

off17523

off17525

on17545

on17566

on17568

on17570

on17586

on17588

on17605

off17546

off17567

off17569

off17571

off17587

off17589

off17606

Table A.1: Data set 2000/2001.
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2001

2002

on18328

on18366

on18368

on18386

on18388

on18448

on18450

on18468

off18329

off18367

off18369

off18387

off18389

off18449

off18451

off18469

on18488

on18502

on18517

on18526

on18584

on18603

on18642

on18644

off18489

off18503

off18518

off18527

off18585

off18604

off18643

off18645

on18646

on18670

on18672

on18695

on18697

on18730

on18757

on18786

off18647

off18671

off18673

off18696

off18698

off18731

off18758

off18787

on18833

on18858

on18860

on18896

on18898

on18920

on18923

on18940

off18834

off18859

off18861

off18897

off18899

off18921

off18924

off18941

on18942

on18965

on18967

on18989

on18991

on19002

on19041

on19073

off18943

off18966

off18968

off18990

off18992

off19003

off19042

off19074

on19077

on19106

on19127

on19129

on19149

on19153

on19159

on19171

off19078

off19107

off19128

off19130

off19150

off19154

off19160

off19172

on19175

on19177

on19262

on19264

on19278

on19298

on19302

on19304

off19176

off19178

off19263

off19265

off19279

off19299

off19303

off19305

on19322

on19404

on19574

on19579

on19586

on19594

on19607

on19649

off19323

off19405

off19575

off19580

off19587

off19595

off19606

off19648

on19670

on19689

on19711

on19759

on19786

on19873

on19885

on19899

off19671

off19690

off19710

off19758

off19785

off19874

off19886

off19900

Table A.2: Data set 2001/2002.
2002

2003

on22717

on22723

on22725

on22839

on22853

on22872

on22903

on22925

off22718

off22724

off22726

off22840

off22854

off22873

off22904

off22926

on22927

on22943

on22947

on22949

on22951

on22967

on22969

on23009

off22928

off22944

off22948

off22950

off22952

off22968

off22970

off23010

on23011

on23036

on23038

on23053

on23055

on23062

on23072

on23156

off23012

off23037

off23039

off23054

off23056

off23063

off23073

off23157

on23183

on23207

on23228

on23250

on23270

on23296

on23927

on23982

off23184

off23208

off23229

off23251

off23271

off23297

off23928

off23983

on24104

on24112

on24122

on24136

on24152

on24169

on24190

off24105

off24113

off24123

off24137

off24153

off24170

off24191

Table A.3: Data set 2002/2003.
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2003

2004

gc

on25487

on25505

on25526

on25588

on25735

on25738

on25740

on25755

off25488

off25506

off25527

off25589

off25734

off25739

off25741

off25756

on25759

on25761

on25763

on25778

on25781

on25783

on25785

on25802

off25760

off25762

off25764

off25779

off25782

off25784

off25786

off25803

on25804

on25828

on25904

on26045

on26072

on26109

on26121

on26164

off25805

off25829

off25905

off26046

off26073

off26110

off26122

off26165

on26186

on26276

on26442

on26491

on26512

off26187

off26277

off26443

off26492

off26513

Table A.4: Data set 2003/2004 (gc).
2004

2005

on27519

on27535

on27546

on27554

on27649

on27701

on27703

on27721

off27520

off27536

off27547

off27555

off27650

off27702

off27704

off27722

on27723

on27767

on27779

on27861

on27880

on27882

on27920

on28024

off27724

off27768

off27780

off27862

off27881

off27883

off27921

off28025

on28049

on28073

on28099

on28124

on28147

on28167

on28273

on28287

off28050

off28074

off28100

off28125

off28148

off28168

off28272

off28286

on28298

on28308

on28339

on28379

on28384

on28386

on28388

on28392

off28299

off28309

off28340

off28380

off28385

off28387

off28389

off28393

on28397

on28403

on28408

on28421

on28423

on28447

on28470

on28488

off28398

off28404

off28409

off28422

off28424

off28448

off28471

off28489

on28492

on28510

on28514

on28516

on28547

on28564

on28646

on28750

off28493

off28511

off28515

off28517

off28548

off28565

off28647

off28751

Table A.5: Data set 2004/2005.
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2005

2006

on29505

on29522

on29543

on29544

on29551

on29589

on29622

on29624

off29504

off29521

off29542

off29545

off29552

off29590

off29623

off29625

on29681

on29699

on29702

on29737

on29739

on29762

on29764

on29767

off29682

off29700

off29703

off29738

off29740

off29763

off29765

off29768

on29769

on29786

on29788

on29792

on29794

on29815

on29816

on29819

off29770

off29787

off29789

off29793

off29795

off29814

off29817

off29820

on29842

on29844

on29847

on29865

on29870

on29985

on30107

on30134

off29843

off29845

off29848

off29866

off29871

off29986

off30108

off30135

on30182

on30228

on30249

on30267

on30289

on30305

on30327

on30388

off30183

off30229

off30250

off30266

off30288

off30306

off30328

off30389

on30407

on30410

on30424

on30453

on30498

on30553

on30579

on30702

off30408

off30411

off30425

off30454

off30499

off30554

off30580

off30703

on30770

on30788

on30818

on30899

on30906

on31043

on31045

on31089

off30771

off30789

off30819

off30900

off30907

off31044

off31046

off31090

on31091

on31110

on31114

on31155

on31157

on31186

off31092

off31111

off31115

off31156

off31158

off31187

Table A.6: Data set 2005/2006.
The raw data files can be downloaded from the Whipple database server at Purdue
University: http://www.physics.purdue.edu/astro/whipple/raw10/ . The download scripts
can be found on the WHIPPLE Observers Page at UCLA: http://gamma1.astro.ucla.edu/ .
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APPENDIX B
HISTOGRAMS OF SIMULATED DATA

Figure B.1 to B.3 show the simulated and reconstructed energy distributions log(E) vs.
dist and log(size) for the various elevation bands (40° to 90° in steps of 10°) and their
relative differences.
The 3D profile that shows log(E) vs. dist, log(size) and log(sin(elevation)) is given in
Figure B.4.
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Figure B.1: Simulated data; Histogram of log(E) vs. dist and log(size); 40° to 90°
elevation.
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Figure B.2: Reconstructed data; Histogram of log(E) vs. dist and log(size); 40° to
90° elevation.
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Figure B.3: Simulated vs. reconstructed data; Histogram of Δrellog(E) vs. dist and
log(size); 40° to 90° elevation.
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Figure B.4: 3D profile histogram of log(E) vs. dist, log(size) and log(sin(elev.)).
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APPENDIX C
NN LEARNING CURVES

Figures C.1 to C.6 show the learning curves for the MLP corresponding to the six
seasons. Red is validation sample, black is training sample.
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Figure C.1: MLP learning curve; 2000/2001 data.

Figure C.2: MLP learning curve; 2001/2002 data.
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Figure C.3: MLP learning curve; 2002/2003 data.

Figure C.4: MLP learning curve; 2003/2004 data (gc).
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Figure C.5: MLP learning curve; 2004/2005 data.

Figure C.6: MLP learning curve; 2005/2006 data.
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APPENDIX D
LIST OF NN CUTS

Tables D.1 to D.5 show the cuts on the MLP selector that maximize significance given
by (NON  NOFF)/(NON)1/2 on the validation sample of the various energy bins.

logE = 2.0 to 2.5
season

NNcut

00/01

0.504

01/02

0.497

02/03

0.495

03/04 gc

0.496

04/05

0.514

05/06

0.507

Table D.1: Optimized NNcut values for log(E/GeV) = 2.0 to 2.5.

logE = 2.5 to 3.0
season

NNcut

00/01

0.55

01/02

0.567

02/03

0.559

03/04 gc

0.588

04/05

0.562

05/06

0.561

Table D.2: Optimized NNcut values for log(E/GeV) = 2.5 to 3.0.
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logE = 3.0 to 3.5
season

NNcut

00/01

0.64

01/02

0.599

02/03

0.578

03/04 gc

0.614

04/05

0.554

05/06

0.54

Table D.3: Optimized NNcut values for log(E/GeV) = 3.0 to 3.5.

logE = 3.5 to 4.0
season

NNcut

00/01

0.56

01/02

0.612

02/03

0.613

03/04 gc

0.606

04/05

0.545

05/06

0.589

Table D.4: Optimized NNcut values for log(E/GeV) = 3.5 to 4.0.

logE = 2.398 to 9.0
season

NNcut

00/01

0.547

01/02

0.562

02/03

0.576

03/04 gc

0.591

04/05

0.562

05/06

0.54

Table D.5: Optimized NNcut values for log(E/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0.
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APPENDICES E TO I
ALPHA PLOTS, COMPARATIVE ALPHA PLOTS, PHASE PLOTS

Appendices E to I give the resulting plots for the energy bins of log(E/GeV) = 2.0 to
2.5, 2.5 to 3.0, 3.0 to 3.5, 3.5 to 4.0 and 2.398 to 9.0 respectively.
Figures 1 through 6, for each energy bin respectively, show the alpha plots after
applying our optimized NN cuts and the auxiliary cuts for each season. Black is on
source, red is offsource, yellow is on minus offsource.
Figure 7 through 12, for each energy bin respectively, show the comparative alpha
plots between our NN cuts method and Supercuts 2000 for each season. The cuts on the
NN function are chosen to yield the same amount of signal (onsource minus offsource)
than Supercuts 2000. Comparison of the background reduction between those two
methods is now possible. Yellow is onsource, red is offsource.
Figure 13 through 18, for each energy bin respectively, show the phase plots after
applying our optimized NN selection criteria for each season. Black is onsource, red is
offsource (upper limit counting is done for onsource).
Figure 19, for each energy bin respectively, shows the total phase plot as sum of the
seasonal phase plots (Figure 13 through 18). The EGRET phase windows for main and
intermediate pulses are given in blue.
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APPENDIX E
FOR LOG(E/GEV) FROM 2.0 TO 2.5
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Figure E.1: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.0 to 2.5; 2000/2001

Figure E.2: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.0 to 2.5; 2001/2002
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Figure E.3: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.0 to 2.5; 2002/2003

Figure E.4: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.0 to 2.5; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure E.5: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.0 to 2.5; 2004/2005

Figure E.6: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.0 to 2.5; 2005/2006
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Figure E.7: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2000/2001

Figure E.8: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2001/2002
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Figure E.9: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2002/2003

Figure E.10: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure E.11: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2004/2005

Figure E.12: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2005/2006
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Figure E.13: Phase plot after selection; 2000/2001

Figure E.14: Phase plot after selection; 2001/2002
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Figure E.15: Phase plot after selection; 2002/2003

Figure E.16: Phase plot after selection; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure E.17: Phase plot after selection; 2004/2005

Figure E.18: Phase plot after selection; 2005/2006
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Figure E.19: Total phase plot after selection,
log(E/GeV) = 2.0 to 2.5
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APPENDIX F
FOR LOG(E/GEV) FROM 2.5 TO 3.0

138

Figure F.1: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.5 to 3.0; 2000/2001

Figure F.2: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.5 to 3.0; 2001/2002
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Figure F.3: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.5 to 3.0; 2002/2003

Figure F.4: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.5 to 3.0; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure F.5: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.5 to 3.0; 2004/2005

Figure F.6: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.5 to 3.0; 2005/2006
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Figure F.7: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2000/2001

Figure F.8: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2001/2002
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Figure F.9: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2002/2003

Figure F.10: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure F.11: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 20004/2005

Figure F.12: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2005/2006
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Figure F.13: Phase plot after selection; 2000/2001

Figure F.14: Phase plot after selection; 2001/2002
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Figure F.15: Phase plot after selection; 2002/2003

Figure F.16: Phase plot after selection; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure F.17: Phase plot after selection; 2004/2005

Figure F.18: Phase plot after selection; 2005/2006
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Figure F.19: Total phase plot after selection,
log(E/GeV) = 2.5 to 3.0
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APPENDIX G
FOR LOG(E/GEV) FROM 3.0 TO 3.5

149

Figure G.1: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.0 to 3.5; 2000/2001

Figure G.2: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.0 to 3.5; 2001/2002
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Figure G.3: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.0 to 3.5; 2002/2003

Figure G.4: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.0 to 3.5; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure G.5: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.0 to 3.5; 2004/2005

Figure G.6: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.0 to 3.5; 2005/2006
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Figure G.7: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2000/2001

Figure G.8: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2001/2002
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Figure G.9: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2002/2003

Figure G.10: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure G.11: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2004/2005

Figure G.12: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2005/2006
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Figure G.13: Phase plot after selection; 2000/2001

Figure G.14: Phase plot after selection; 2001/2002
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Figure G.15: Phase plot after selection; 2002/2003

Figure G.16: Phase plot after selection; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure G.17: Phase plot after selection; 2004/2005

Figure G.18: Phase plot after selection; 2005/2006
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Figure G.19: Total phase plot after selection,
log(E/GeV) = 3.0 to 3.5
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APPENDIX H
FOR LOG(E/GEV) FROM 3.5 TO 4.0
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Figure H.1: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.5 to 4.0; 2000/2001

Figure H.2: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.5 to 4.0; 2001/2002
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Figure H.3: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.5 to 4.0; 2002/2003

Figure H.4: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.5 to 4.0; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure H.5: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.5 to 4.0; 2004/2005

Figure H.6: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 3.5 to 4.0; 2005/2006
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Figure H.7: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2000/2001

Figure H.8: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2001/2002
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Figure H.9: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2002/2003

Figure H.10: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure H.11: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2004/2005

Figure H.12: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2005/2006
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Figure H.13: Phase plot after selection; 2000/2001

Figure H.14: Phase plot after selection; 2001/2002
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Figure H.15: Phase plot after selection; 2002/2003

Figure H.16: Phase plot after selection; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure H.17: Phase plot after selection; 2004/2005

Figure H.18: Phase plot after selection; 2005/2006
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Figure H.19: Total phase plot after selection,
log(E/GeV) = 3.5 to 4.0
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APPENDIX I
FOR LOG(E/GEV) FROM 2.398 TO 9.0
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Figure I.1: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0; 2000/2001

Figure I.2: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0; 2001/2002
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Figure I.3: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0; 2002/2003

Figure I.4: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure I.5: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0; 2004/2005

Figure I.6: Alpha plot, log(E/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0; 2005/2006
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Figure I.7: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2000/2001

Figure I.8: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2001/2002
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Figure I.9: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2002/2003

Figure I.10: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2003/2004 (gc)
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Figure I.11: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2004/2005

Figure I.12: Alpha plots of SC2000 vs. NNcut; 2005/2006
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Figure I.13: Phase plot after selection; 2000/2001

Figure I.14: Phase plot after selection; 2001/2002
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Figure I.15: Phase plot after selection; 2002/2003

Figure I.16: Phase plot after selection; 2003/2004 (gc)
179

Figure I.17: Phase plot after selection; 2004/2005

Figure I.18: Phase plot after selection; 2005/2006
180

Figure I.19: Total phase plot after selection,
log(E/GeV) = 2.398 to 9.0
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